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The behaviour of the iconic ichnogenus Chondrites is re-evaluated based on review of existing literature and
analysis of novel data (macroscopic, thin section and ESEM-EDX observations; CT-scans and resin peels of
modern analogues; computer-controlled serial grinding; morphometric analysis and theoretical morphology).
The bedding plane expression of Chondrites is well-constrained by morphometry: (1) the angle of dichotomy
formed by a pair of adjacent branches is typically between 30° and 56° (interquartile range; mean: 47°); (2)
branching order is between 1 and 9; (3) branches are, on average, nine times longer than wide. In the third
dimension, downward branching is dominant but bundled shafts and upward branching may be present.
The size of Chondrites increased markedly from the Late Jurassic to the Late Cretaceous, suggesting that the
tracemakers became larger and larger. Microfabric analysis of Chondrites shows active fill or, alternatively,
passive fill of empty tunnels by currents or clay percolation, a new mechanism proposed herein.
The tracemakers built Chondrites to obtain food: (1) vermiform deposit feeders produced Chondrites for searching
for food in the sediment (fodinichnion); (2) asymbiotic bivalves built Chondrites for cultivating and directly ingesting
bacteria (agrichnion); (3) chemosymbiotic bivalves produced Chondrites to provide symbionts with chemical agents.
Chondrites was modified through the life of the tracemaker or it represented a part of the producer’s lifespan.
Chondrites — and its modern tracemaker(s) — is associated with a range of marine settings, including welloxygenated, dysoxic and space-limited (nucleocave) environments. As such, Chondrites is regarded as an extremotolerant ichnotaxon.

1. Introduction
The iconic trace fossil Chondrites is broadly seaweed-shaped, and is
one of the most common—and historically important—trace fossils
⁎

(Fig. 1A). It is among the most frequently documented trace fossils of
the Phanerozoic (Uchman and Wetzel, 1999), and is an important
ichnofabric-forming ichnogenus in turbidites (Callow and McIlroy,
2011). Its distribution in marine sediments in space and time is wide,
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Fig. 1. The iconic trace fossil Chondrites. A) Chondrites recurvus (Ordovician, Winterhouse Formation of western Newfoundland, Canada) and a modern seaweed to
the right. B) Chondrites as a symbol of stone masonry during 1600s. From Legati’s (1677) work.

being reported at a global scale from the Cambrian to the Holocene
(Webby, 1969, 1984; Häntzschel, 1975; Cowie and McNamara, 1978;
Crimes, 1992, 1987; Zhao and Tong, 2010). Due to its distinctive plantlike bedding-plane expression, Chondrites is iconic, and has been recognized since the 1600’s, when it was proposed as the symbol of stone
masonry (Legati, 1677; Baucon et al., 2012) (Fig. 1B). Chondrites has
probably been illustrated in the influential treatise Musaeum Metallicum,
which was authored by the Renaissance naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi
(Baucon, 2009). In more recent times, the similarity between trace
fossils like Chondrites and seaweeds (e.g. Fucus; Fig. 1A) has led to the
naming of several geological units, such as the ‘fucoid marls’ of the
Italian Apennines (Premoli Silva et al., 1989) and the Cambrian Fucoid
Beds of the An t’Sron Group of Scotland (Cowie and McNamara, 1978).
Chondrites was also at the centre of the scientific revolution that led to
the development of modern ichnology from its original description as
an alga or ‘fucoid’ (Brogniart, 1823; Sternberg, 1833), possibly drawing
from a body of knowledge that dates back to the 1st century with Pliny
the Elder’s phycites (‘alga-like stone’). Human interest for Chondrites
may be older, as flaked objects of Late Neolithic and Copper Age contain Chondrites and Phycosiphon (Rodríguez-Tovar et al., 2010a). However, it is difficult to demonstrate whether Chondrites-bearing rocks
have been selected as source material for their aesthetic value.
The vegetal nature of fucoids was questioned relatively early
(Targioni-Tozzetti, 1777), but the botanical interpretation dominated
the scientific view of trace fossils until the late 1800s (‘Age of Fucoids’;
Osgood, 1975; Cadée and Goldring, 2007).
Despite its long history, the first modern revision of Chondrites was
published by Fu (1991) (Głuszek, 1998). Since then, few studies have
focused on the ethology of Chondrites (see also Seilacher, 1990). However, early palaeoenvironmental considerations of Chondrites as a palaeo-oxygenation proxy (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; Ekdale and Mason,
1988) have been widely used in the field of applied ichnology (Martin,
2004; Trela, 2007; Uchman et al., 2008; Rodríguez-Tovar et al., 2009;
Gingras et al., 2011; Šimo and Tomašových, 2013). The ethology of
Chondrites remains unclear, and several behavioural models exist for
explaining its distinctive shape (Seilacher, 1990; Fu, 1991; Głuszek,
1998).
Generally, Chondrites has been attributed to the action of depositfeeding vermiform animals (Richter, 1931), detritus-feeding sipunculoids (Simpson, 1956; Ferguson, 1965), annelids (Tauber, 1949;
Bromley, 1996; Hertweck et al., 2007), or chemosymbiotic bivalves
(Seilacher, 1990; Fu, 1991). Other inferred tracemakers include

nematodes (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; Swinbanks and Shirayama,
1984), crustaceans (Ekdale, 1992), giant tubeworms (Bromley, 1996)
and sea pens (Bradley, 1981).
“Tinbergen’s questions” (Tinbergen, 1963) are the fundamental
basis by which ethologists and ichnologists have inferred behaviour
(Plotnick, 2012; Bateson and Laland, 2013; Vallon et al., 2016). This
requires us to consider:
1) Function: What was Chondrites for?
2) External factors: What external factors controlled Chondrites?
3) Ontogeny: How did Chondrites develop during the ontogeny of the
tracemaker?
4) Phylogeny: How did Chondrites evolve during the phylogeny of its
tracemaker?
5) Tracemaking mechanism: How was the trace fossil created by its
tracemaker?
2. Materials and methods
In this study, the questions of Tinbergen (1963) have been addressed in space and time by considering Chondrites and its modern
analogues, i.e. burrows of thyasirids and vermiform animals (Seilacher,
1990; Fu, 1991; Hertweck et al., 2007). Previous literature has been
reviewed and integrated with new observations using the methods
listed in the following sections (2.1–2.8).
2.1. Macroscopic observations and petrographic microscopy
Fossil specimens have been collected from Canelas (Ordovician,
Portugal; e.g. Neto de Carvalho et al., 2016a), Mt. Cellon (Silurian,
Carnic Alps, Austria; e.g. Brett et al., 2012), Holzmaden area (Jurassic,
Germany; e.g. Izumi, 2012), Yorkshire coast (Jurassic, UK; e.g. Bednarz
and McIlroy, 2015) and Northern Apennines (Cretaceous-Miocene,
Italy; e.g. Zanzucchi, 2002). In addition, further specimens from the
Northern Apennines (Cretaceous, Italy) were derived from the collections housed at the Natural History Museum of Piacenza, Italy (NHMP),
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy (UNIMORE) and at the
University of Genova, Italy (UG). All these specimens have been observed macroscopically; in addition, selected specimens were observed
in polished slabs. Thin-sections of specific specimens have been examined by petrographic microscopy. To study vermiform Chondrites–tracemakers from modern marine environments, box-cores of
2
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25−45 cm length were taken from the respective siliciclastic sediments
in the intertidal to shallow subtidal zones. In a first step, the undisturbed cores were partly dissected in the laboratory to decipher the
morphology of distinct bioturbation structures. To visualize smallest
differences in grain size, relief casts of the vertical sediment column
were prepared with synthetic resin (ARALDIT ®; for further details see
Reineck, 1970).

Python software was developed for exploring the range of possible
forms of Chondrites.

caespitosus, C. affinis and C. flexilis. Specimens without ichnospecific
designation have also been introduced in the database. Dendrorhaphe
(Jensen and Mens, 1999) has been included in the database because of
its similarity with Chondrites (Jensen, pers. com. 2018). Morphometric
parameters were recorded from the image database to quantify the
natural variation of form of Chondrites. Data were collected with a ruler
(accuracy ±0.5 mm) and protractor (accuracy ±0° 30′) from magnified
prints (mean printing scale 1:0.37). Each sample recorded information
of a leaf branch (a branch with no child branches) and its ancestor
branches. Data were analysed and visualized with the free software
PAST 3.16 (Hammer et al., 2001) and Orange 3.4.5 (Demšar et al.,
2013).

2.3. MicroCT

2.8. Mathematical model and software

A specimen of Chondrites from the Northern Apennines, Italy, has
been examined by X-ray micro-computed tomography at the ICTPElettra microCT facility (Tuniz et al., 2013).

In this study, a mathematical model of Chondrites is developed based
on models of plant morphology (Niklas, 1994, 2004), L-system representations of trace fossils (Plotnick, 2003) and a tree-drawing algorithm (Miller et al., 2017). The model describes Chondrites as a
hierarchical system made up of radially arranged master branches that
are linked to a number of lateral subtrees, each of which consists of a
tunnel with two subtrees connected to it. The model describes Chondrites in two dimensions and is defined by a set of 12 parameters
(Table 1) but does not include the master-shaft (i.e., the tunnel connected with the seafloor). Python software (ChondritesMaker) was developed for visually representing the hypothetical morphologies that
can be produced by varying the parameters values of the mathematical
model (Supplementary File 1). The input to ChondritesMaker is the
morphometrical parameters of Table 1, and the output is a visual depiction of Chondrites that satisfies the input.

2.2. Morphospace analysis

2.4. 3D reconstruction
A sample containing Chondrites-like dominated ichnofabric collected from the Lower Jurassic Staithes Sandstone Formation,
Yorkshire, UK, was serially ground with precise milling machine (HAAS
VF-3 CNC Vertical Machining Centre) that allowed for exposure of
parallel regularly spaced surfaces with increments of 0.2 mm (see
Bednarz et al., 2015; Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015). Computer-controlled
serial grinding allows for creation of deterministic 3D reconstructions
that reflect the true geometry of the trace. The 3D models were morphometrically and volumetrically analysed. All measurements were
done on a deterministic model representing real structures contained in
the examined rock and reflect the “compacted” burrow geometry. It is
important to highlight that measurements presented in this study were
done on models that were constructed on the base of a compacted
mudstone. The morphology of Chondrites is described with terms
adapted from theoretical morphology (Niklas, 1977; McGhee, 1999).

3. Form
3.1. What is Chondrites?
The form of a trace fossil is key to understanding its function
(Bromley, 1996). In this regard, Chondrites presents a wide range of
morphological variation, although the general burrow architecture is
relatively simple (Knaust, 2017). Diagnosis of Chondrites is reported
below.
Chondrites Sternberg, 1833
Type ichnospecies: Fucoides antiquus (Brongniart, 1828), by subsequent designation (Miller, 1889, p. 14).
Emended diagnosis: regularly branching tunnel system consisting
of a small number of sub-vertical master-shafts, connected to the ancient sediment-water interface, that branches at depth to form a dendritic network. Fill can be active or passive (diagnosis emended after
Osgood, 1970; Fürsich, 1974; Fu, 1991; Uchman, 1995; Blissett and
Pickerill, 2004; Uchman et al., 2012).
Remarks: Non-radial forms (hypidiomorphic) may be included
within the ichnogenus.The tunnels of Chondrites neither touch nor cross
each other (Fu, 1991), although some exceptions are reported (Blissett
and Pickerill, 2004; Uchman et al., 2012). Branching may occur in a
single plane or as three-dimensional forms, and may consist of up to six
orders of branching (Fu, 1991). According to Fu (1991), the branching
angle may range from 15° to 90° with an average value between 30°60°. The burrow fill is typically uniform/structure-less, though there are
some rare accounts of meniscate fill (Fu, 1991). Burrow diameter is
narrow and varies between burrow systems (1−5 mm according to Fu
(1991); 0.1–10 mm according to Savrda and Bottjer, 1991), but it is
generally constant within a single system (Fu, 1991; Savrda and Bottjer,
1991). According to Uchman (1999), tunnels are narrower than
0.95 mm.
A broad number of morphological varieties and transitional forms
exist, which complicates a clear determination (Fu, 1991). A full revision of the taxonomy of Chondrites is beyond the scope of this paper, but

2.5. Network analysis of organic-rich successions
Previously published data (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015) have been
analysed by network analysis (Baucon and Felletti, 2013; Baucon et al.,
2014, 2015) to elucidate the synecology of Chondrites.
2.6. ESEM-EDX
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy observations and XRay microanalyses (ESEM-EDX) – which included imaging, elemental
and mapping analyses, were performed on polished, uncovered thinsections (30 μm foil thickness) from Cellon (Silurian, Austria) and
Holzmaden (Jurassic, Germany). Analyses were conducted on uncoated
samples by using ESEM equipped with an Oxford INCA 350 EDX system
using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. In situ, non-destructive analyses
were performed with the use of a Raman microscope. The spectral
range of the spectrometer was 100 to 4400 cm-1. Raman spectra were
collected using a 100x Nikon lens and a frequency doubled Nd:YAG
(532 nm) Ar-ion 20-mW monochromatic laser source. Raman data were
compared with reference spectra from the RRUFF DataBase (Laetsch
and Downs, 2006) and Cavalazzi et al. (2012).
2.7. Morphometry of Chondrites
An extensive literature review, using 29 publications in the time
range 1956–2017, produced a database of 88 images of Chondrites
ranging from the lower Cambrian to the Pleistocene. The database includes specimens that have originally been attributed to Chondrites
targionii, C. intricatus, C. recurvus, C. stellaris, C. patulus, C. bollensis, C.
3
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Other terms

Morphometric
variables (input of
ChondritesMaker)

Topologic terms

mean
circular mean

Statistical terms

hypidiomorphic

idiomorphic

ideal dichotomy

root angle
rotation angle
angle of curvature
Number of lateral subtrees
maximum branch order
palaeohorizontal
bifurcation

branch width
spacing
dichotomous angle
left/right dichotomous angle

parent branch
leaf branch
lateral subtree
adjacent branches
cycle
tree
branch length

child branch of A

branch order

master branch

root branch

node
branch (link)
root node

quartile

interquartile range

range

median

Parameter

Class

Table 1
Definitions.

sum of the scores divided by the number of scores
mean direction for a given circular unimodal data set. Circular mean is calculated by treating
data as unit vectors and calculating the direction of the resultant vector
point on the measurement scale below which 50% of the scores in the distribution are located;
second quartile
range is usually expressed as a single number, i.e., the distance from the largest to the smallest
score in a distribution. In this paper, both the largest and the smallest values are explicitly
reported
interquartile range is usually expressed as a single number, i.e., the difference between the values
of the third and the first quartile. Both the first and the third quartile are reported in this paper
one of the three values that cut an ordered data set into four equal parts. The quartiles are known
as the lower (first) quartile, the second (median) quartile and the upper (second) quartile
element of a network that represents branching points or dead ends of a burrow system
element of a network that represents burrow segments delimited by a pair of nodes
special node representing the most proximal end of the burrow, i.e., the closest point to the
opening that can be observed in a burrow
main observable segment of a burrow. It is the branch (or set of branches) representing the
longest straight (or gently curved) burrow segment that comprises the proximal end of the
burrow. As such, the root branch starts with the root node
main segment of a fully preserved burrow; because of preservation issues, it cannot be always
determined (see root branch). If the burrow is fully preserved, the root branch corresponds to the
master branch
branches are ordered centrifugally by assigning order 0 to the root branch and increasing order
numbers in consecutive child branches
a branch that is one order higher in the hierarchy with respect to A, that is, more distant from the
root branch
a branch that has at least one child branch
branch with no child branches
sub-network comprising a node and all its descendants that are not lying on the root branch
branches that share a node (i.e., a branching point)
sequence of linked (adjacent) edges starting and ending at the same node
connected network that does not contain any cycles is called a tree
most extended dimension of a branch; it is measured from the tip of a branch to a branching
point
distance from side to side of a branch; it is measured across the branch at right angle to the length
distance between homologous points of nearest branches on the same side of the root-branch
angle between two adjacent dichotomous branches
in a dichotomous leaf branch, the angle between the leaf branch and the line extending from its
parent
deflection angle from the root branch to one of its child branches
angle between adjacent root branches
deflection angle between the innermost part of a branch and the tip
number of lateral subtrees on one side of a root-branch
see branch order in topologic terms
plane that is parallel to the ancient seafloor
bifurcation differs from dichotomy by having the total dichotomous angle bisected by the axis of
the primary structural element
ideal dichotomy is characterized by constant angles between the secondary structural elements;
in other words, left and right dichotomous angles are equal
the idealized morphology, often associated with the holotype, which is commonly the most
geometric example of an assemblage of similar traces
those trace fossils within a taxon that do not show the classic expected morphology encompassed
by the holotype

Description

6C

6C

4A
6C
5C
5C

3B
3B
4A

3A
3A

3A

3A

3A
3A

Fig.

Perna and Latty, 2014
Perna and Latty, 2014

Uylings et al., 2014

Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015

Perna and Latty, 2014

Field et al., 2012

Gravetter and Wallnau, 2013

Gravetter and Wallnau, 2013

Gravetter and Wallnau, 2013
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Gravetter and Wallnau, 2013
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Fig. 2. Common ichnospecies of Chondrites. A)
Chondrites targionii from the Paleogene of
Dolgo, Trebbia Valley, Italy (NHMP 11, marl).
B) Chondrites patulus and Chondrites intricatus
from the Cretaceous of Pierfrancesco, Arda
Valley, Italy (Monte Cassio Flysch Formation;
NHMP49, marl). C) Chondrites recurvus from
the Cretaceous of La Borra di Serramazzoni,
Italy. Unnumbered specimen of the Serpagli
Collection housed at the University of Modena
and Reggio Emilia. Marly limestone. D)
Chondrites affinis. Unknown locality¸ probably
Cretaceous of the Monte Antola Formation
(UNIGE2504; limestone). Dashed line indicates
the location of the thin section figured in
Figs. 7A,B and 8 D,E.

the taxonomical overview presented here allows us to define the range
of forms of Chondrites. Sternberg (1833) initially recognized approximately 170 ichnospecies of Chondrites. According to Fu (1991), classification of Chondrites traces should follow definite diagnostic criteria,
i.e., the angle, direction and order of branching as well as the production processes. The vast number of Chondrites ichnospecies was reduced by synonymization to the following ichnotaxa by Fu (1991):

short, straight branches. Branching angle is usually less than 45°
(Uchman, 1999).
- Chondrites caespitosus Fischer-Ooster, 1858 is composed of slightly
winding, branched tunnels with angle of branching that is about 45°.
The tunnels are relatively denser and shorter than those of other
ichnospecies of Chondrites (Uchman, 1999, 2007a).
3.2. What is not Chondrites?

- Chondrites targionii (Brongniart, 1828) (Fig. 2A) is characterized by
well-expressed primary successive branching and few secondary
branches. Branching angle acute. Curved branches are common
(Uchman, 1998, 1999; Rodríguez-Tovar and Uchman, 2004; Fan
and Gong, 2016);
- Chondrites intricatus (Brongniart, 1828) (Fig. 2B) has downward radiating straight branches; branching angle less than 45° (Uchman,
1998). Fu (1991) and Uchman (1999) placed Chondrites furcatus
Sternberg, 1833 in synonymy with Chondrites intricatus, but Blissett
and Pickerill (2004) have retained C. furcatus as a distinct ichnospecies;
- Chondrites patulus Fischer-Ooster, 1858 (Fig. 2B) is formed by long
and straight tunnels located at alternating positions from a central
axis; the angle between the main-branch and adjacent branches is
obtuse (Uchman, 1998, 1999);
- Chondrites recurvus (Brongniart, 1828) (Figs. 1A and 2 C) is characterized by branches only at one side of the master branch, all bent
in one direction (Uchman, 1998, 1999; Seilacher, 2007); branching
occurs up to the 3rd order (Fu, 1991).

The question of what is and what is not Chondrites is important for
constraining the scientific enquiries of this study. Phymatoderma is
probably the trace fossil that has been more commonly mistaken with
Chondrites owing its similar appearance in vertical cross-section and
overall radial shape with characteristic ramifying tunnels (e.g., Fu,
1991; Miller and Aalto, 1998; Seilacher, 2007; Izumi, 2013; Knaust,
2017; cf. Kotake, 1990, 1991). Tunnels of Phymatoderma are, however,
considerably thicker than those of Chondrites and have pelletal infill,
sometimes with backfill structures (e.g., Miller and Aalto, 1998;
Seilacher, 2007; Izumi, 2013). A classic example of Phymatoderma described as a "giant Chondrites" are the branched trace fossils from the
upper Pliocene Shiramazu Formation of Japan (Kotake, 1990, 1991)
that have recently been reinterpreted as Phymatoderma (Izumi, 2013).
This specimen was earlier considered as a case study of Chondrites that
was made by a sediment-feeding animal and represents a faecal storage
structure (Kotake, 1991). The presence and arrangement of pellets (of a
diameter less than the diameter of any given tunnel) determines the
overall geometry of the burrow galleries. Burrow galleries of Phymatoderma are characterized by poorly defined walls and by feathering
from the branches that results in uneven tunnel thickness (e.g., Miller
and Aalto, 1998; Seilacher, 2007). Branches of Phymatoderma, in contrast to Chondrites, may overlap and self-cross-cut, which together with
pelleted infill, is interpreted as an indication of (surface and/or subsurface) sediment feeding (Miller and Aalto, 1998; Seilacher, 2007;
Izumi, 2013) and even autocoprophagy (Miller and Aalto, 1998).
Overlapping and self-crossing branches of a single burrow system is due
to the close proximity of neighboring tunnels of Phymatoderma. There is
thus a lack of un-burrowed sediment between the tunnels, and a much
denser packing of probes than is characteristic of Chondrites (Fu, 1991;
cf. Fu and Werner, 1994; Seilacher, 2007). The volume of sediment that
is within reach of an animal will be used differently depending on the

It should be noted that not all Chondrites can be accommodated
within these ichnospecies (Kim and Pickerill, 2003). The synonymization of Fu (1991) is based on the mode of branching (Uchman et al.,
2012), but Uchman (1999) showed that also the ratio of burrow width
to the radius of the burrow system expresses the morphology of Chondrites. Other ichnospecies considered to be valid by Uchman et al.
(2012) are:
- Chondrites affinis Sternberg, 1833 (Fig. 2D) is a large burrow system
with branches that are commonly slightly curved and with angles of
branching that are usually acute (Uchman et al., 2012).
- Chondrites stellaris Uchman, 1999 is a small Chondrites species with
5
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1 Within-sample measures summarize the morphology of lateral subtrees (e.g., mean branch width);
2 Within-specimen measures summarize the morphology of individual
trace fossils (e.g., within-specimen variation in branch width) after
grouping data by specimen;
3 Symmetry measures summarize the morphology of adjacent dichotomous branches (e.g., right-left difference in branch length).

feeding behaviour of the animal and/or the sediment composition.
Deposit feeding organisms will ingest the sediment in search for nutrients, while a chemosymbiotic animal would most likely use it as a
bank of substrates to be obtained from external geochemical reactions,
such as sulfate reduction and methanogenesis (Seilacher, 1990; Dubilier
et al., 2008), and collected across the extensive surface area of the
burrow wall adjacent to oxygen-poor organic-rich substrates (Bednarz
and McIlroy, 2015).
To date, there has been no evidence for Chondrites sensu-stricto with
unquestionable pelletal infill. Bednarz and McIlroy (2015) described a
form that resembles Chondrites burrows with tunnels composed of
fragmented, pellet-like sediment. The pellet-like rounded structures of
the infill have a diameter that is equal to the diameter of burrow tunnels, and their origin, whether biogenic, compactional, or diagenetic, is
unclear.
Previous authors (Chlupáč, 1987; Pervesler and Zuschin, 2004;
Knaust, 2010, 2017; Uchman, 2010) have described the features that
distinguish other somewhat similar ichnotaxa from Chondrites:

Sampling biases and taphonomic overprint can have a confounding
effect; therefore, understanding patterns requires knowledge of sampling limits (Butler et al., 2011). In the studied dataset, Palaeozoic
samples (n = 33) are under-represented in comparison with Mesozoic
(n = 117) and Cenozoic (n = 45) samples. The most sampled ichnospecies are: Chondrites targionii (n = 34), Chondrites intricatus (n = 33),
Chondrites patulus (n = 25) and Chondrites recurvus (n = 16). As with
comparable body fossil datasets, this reflects geological biases in the
available fossiliferous outcrops, anthropogenic biases in the survey of
available outcrops and the quality of preservation through time (Butler
et al., 2011). Morphological data was taken from photographs; hence
another source of bias is related to the two-dimensional representation
of three-dimensional specimens, though this is considered to be minor.
Although two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional objects
is a common practice in morphometric studies, it implies a loss of information and a degree of inaccuracy in estimating size and shape
(Cardini, 2014). However, given that idiomorphic Chondrites are preserved on flat parting surfaces, the degree of inaccuracy is negligible.
Compaction and tectonic stress are another source of bias.
Most Chondrites are hypidiomorphic in original form, and what we
see on bedding planes is not the complete three-dimensional object itself, but 2D sections of a three-dimensional burrow that has experienced compaction. Consequently, as with body fossil data, morphological variation is accompanied by taphonomic overprint (cf. Webster
and Sheets, 2010). In this paper, this limit is successively addressed by
using the serial grinding method (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2009, 2015),
which is more accurate in describing the shape but is more time-consuming than measuring photographs.

- Hartsellea Rindsberg, 1994 branches upward and is lined;
- Planolites Nicholson, 1873 is unbranched, but it is difficult to distinguish from Chondrites is 2D sections;
- Pragichnus Chlupáč, 1987 has club-shaped, branched probes that are
actively filled;
- Rutichnus D’Alessandro et al., 1987 is thickly walled, meniscate
filled and externally rugose;
- Saronichnus Pervesler and Zuschin, 2004 is a system of vertical to
steeply inclined, tubular to blade-shaped unbranched probes diverging from broom- or star-like bunches and forms a spreite structure
visible in cross-section;
- Skolichnus Uchman, 2010 corresponds to numerous, horizontal
mainly, slightly winding cylinders radiating horizontally from a
small central area or point at the base of the shaft;
- Virgaichnus Knaust, 2010 is more irregular and presents varying
burrow diameter.
3.3. 2D shape of Chondrites

3.3.1. Topological parameters
Chondrites can be approximated as a network consisting of a set of
nodes (branching points and tips) and links (branches) (Fig. 3A). Most
(>99 %) of the studied Chondrites do not form cycles (‘loops’), that are
sequences of adjacent links starting and ending at the same node (Perna
and Latty, 2014) (Fig. 3B). This means that, from the perspective of a
worm-like tracemaker, there is only one path to go from one branching
point to another. The acyclic nature of Chondrites is reminiscent of tree
networks, that are acyclic connected graphs (Wassermann and Faust,
1994). The only observed cyclic Chondrites is a specimen of Chondrites
patulus (Fig. 2F in Uchman, 2007b). Most (>99 %) of the studied lateral
subtrees of Chondrites approximate the topology of binary tree networks, that are tree networks with at most two child nodes per node

The purpose of this section is to quantitatively summarize a dataset
recorded from 88 published specimens of the bedding-plane expression
of Chondrites. The dataset consists of 202 lateral subtrees, morphometric measurements of every measured branch, and organized by
specimen number. Both topological and Euclidean (Table 2) measures
are used. Topology of a burrow is an important aspect (Gong and Si,
2002) that can be approximated as a network consisting of nodes
(branching points and tips) and links (tunnels between nodes) (Perna
et al., 2008; Viana et al., 2013; Perna and Latty, 2014) (Fig. 3). This
approach is described as primal network mapping (Perna and Latty,
2014). Three major classes of Euclidean measures are used to summarize the dataset:
Table 2
Results of the morphometric analysis of Chondrites.

branching order
branch width (cm)
branch length (cm)
length/width ratio
total dichotomous angle (°)
left dichotomous angle (°)
right dichotomous angle (°)
dichotomous angle asymmetry (°)
root angle (°)
angle of curvature (°)
spacing (cm)
rotation angle (°)

Measured values (n)

Min

Max

Mean

Median

First quartile

Third quartile

186
167
182
182
76
76
76
76
168
228
74
28

1
0.01
0.15
1.67
12.0
0.0
−15.0
−64.0
0.0
−81.0
0.11
24.0

9
0.64
6.18
48.00
178.0
79.0
99.0
65.0
110.0
129.0
2.59
160.0

1.61
0.12
0.98
9.34
47.4
24.1
23.4
−0.7
46.9
5.8
0.45
80.5

1
0.09
0.71
7.06
42.0
23.5
25.0
2.0
47.0
0.0
0.36
90.0

1
0.05
0.39
5.48
30.0
11.3
7.5
−24.3
34.0
0.0
0.19
30.0

2
0.16
1.21
10.00
55.8
36.5
34.8
18.5
58.8
0.0
0.55
122.8
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Fig. 3. Network representation of Chondrites.
A) From the specimen to its network representation. The specimen comes from the
Cretaceous Solignano Flysch Formation of the
Northern Apennines, Italy. Dashed line is the
root branch; a lateral subtree is highlighted in
red. B) Cyclic and acyclic networks. A cycle is
highlighted in red. C) Binary and non-binary
tree networks. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

(Fig. 4C) and branch length (Fig. 4D) are positively correlated (Fig. 4E);
that is, the wider a branch is, the longer it is. Values of length/width
ratio indicate that branches of Chondrites are frequently 5–10 times
longer than their width.
Within-specimen variation in branch length shows that there is typically little difference in length between the longest and the shortest
leaf branch (interquartile range: 0.17-0.83 cm). This is true of both
dichotomous and non-dichotomous leaf branches. Asymmetry of dichotomous branches, quantified as the difference in length between left
and right branches, ranges between -1.18 and 1.65 cm, with typical
values being around 0 (mean: -0.09 cm; median: -0.03), showing that
the average dichotomous branch is symmetric.

(Fig. 3C). In fact, each branch of a lateral subtree of Chondrites has at
most two child branches (dichotomous branching). Any non-dichotomous branch of a lateral subtree is a leaf branch or a parent branch of
a pair of adjacent dichotomous branches.
Order of leaf branches is typically between 1 and 2 (median: 1;
interquartile range: 1–2; range: 1–9), but higher branch orders are not
uncommon. The within-specimen variation in branching order is small
(median: 1; interquartile range: 0–1). The corresponding histogram is
right-skewed and multimodal (Fig. 4B), showing that most specimens of
Chondrites are characterized by small variations in branching order.
This pattern is only in part related to preservation issues (e.g., fragmentary specimens); it approximates the concept of balanced tree
network, that is a network with leaf order differing by at most one
between any two leaves of the tree (Salido et al., 2007; Lewis, 2009)
(Fig. 3D). The histogram also shows rare Chondrites with large variations in branching order that approximates the concept of an unbalanced tree.

3.3.4. Angle of dichotomy
The angle between dichotomous branches, here termed total dichotomous angle, is the angle of dichotomy formed by a pair of adjacent branches. It equals to the sum of the left and the right dichotomous angles (Fig. 5A-D). The total dichotomous angle is typically
46.0° (circular mean; Fig. 5D). Its distribution has a narrow interquartile range (30.0°-55.8°) but a wide range (12°-178°), which derives
from the presence of outliers. Examples of which include a specimen of
Chondrites intricatus branching at almost straight angle (Fig. 3C in
Rodríguez-Tovar et al., 2010b).
The circular means of the right and left dichotomous angles are similar (left angle: 23.9°; right angle: 23.1°; Fig. 5A-B) although there are
numerous dichotomous branches in which one angle is wider than the
other. The histogram of angle asymmetry, that is the difference between
right and left dichotomous angle, is unimodal, symmetric and approaches a bell-curve (Fig. 5E). Results of the Shapiro-Willk test, one of
the best performers to test whether an univariate sample is taken from a
normal distribution (Huang, 2011), support this hypothesis by showing
that normal distribution cannot be rejected (W: 0.984; pnormal: 0.4536).
The maximum left/right dichotomous angle increases through geological time, from 35° (Palaeozoic) to 99° (post-Palaeozoic).

3.3.2. Branch width
The mean width of leaf branches is 0.12 cm. Width-frequency histogram (Fig. 4C) reveals right-skewed distribution, showing that
narrow branches are commoner than wide ones. 75 % of the measured
Chondrites specimens have a mean branch width that is smaller than
0.14 cm. The majority (75 %) of the measured Chondrites have negligible variation in branch width (less than 0.03 cm), demonstrating that
branch width is constant within individual specimens of Chondrites,
which is a common inference in descriptions of Chondrites. Maximum
branch width appears to increase through time, ranging from 0.1 cm
(Palaeozoic) to 0.6 cm (post-Palaeozoic).
3.3.3. Branch length
Length-frequency histogram reveals right-skewed unimodal distribution with relatively narrow dispersion (interquartile range:
0.39–1.21 cm); this shows that short branches are more common than
long ones. The maximum branch length increases through time, ranging
from 2.6 cm (Palaeozoic) to 6.2 cm (post-Palaeozoic). Branch width
7
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Fig. 4. Branching order, width and length of Chondrites. Data are derived from morphometric analysis of 88 published specimens of Chondrites. A) Specimen of
Chondrites from the Cretaceous Monte Cassio Flysch Formation of Pierfrancesco, Arda Valley, Italy (NHMP28) showing the concepts of branching order, width and
length, in which the dashed line is the construction line used for calculating branch length. B) Within-specimen variation in branching order. C) Width-frequency
histogram that describes the distribution of 334 branches of Chondrites. D) Length-frequency histogram describing the length distribution of 182 dichotomous
branches. E) Width-length scatterplot.

3.3.5. Root angle
The mean root angle, that is the angle between the root branch and
one of its child branches, is typically 46.8° (circular mean: 46.8°; interquartile range: 34.0°-58.8°; Fig. 6A). If sense of rotation is considered, the distribution is symmetric and bimodal. Peaks are around
the values of -46° and 48°, and angles between -30° and 30° are rare
(Fig. 6). The maximum within-specimen difference in root angle is
76.0°, showing that there can be important differences in root angles
within the same burrow system. The mean difference in root angle is
16.8°. The dichotomous angle and the root angle have similar distributions; however, a scatter plot of root-dichotomous angles shows
that they are uncorrelated.

curvature = 0°), but approximately 5 % of the specimens have curved
branches. The distribution of the angle of curvature is leptokurtic, with
a mean value of 5.81° and a range between -81°and 129°. This shows
that straight or slightly curved branches are more frequent than considerably curved ones. The distribution is right skewed, which means
that branches tend to be curved backwards, i.e. in direction of the
lowest order branch (root branch). Curved Chondrites are found
throughout the Phanerozoic, but they appear to be more common from
the Jurassic onwards. Within-specimen differences in curvature (mean:
20.0°; interquartile range: 0.0°-29.5°) demonstrate that there can be
important differences in curvature within the same burrow system. The
most extreme examples of this come from hypidiomorphic forms that
are seldom figured.

3.3.6. Curvature
The angle of curvature measures the difference in orientation between the start and the tip of a leaf branch (Fig. 6B, C). Most of the
measured specimens have straight branches (i.e., angle of

3.3.7. Shape of individual branches
Root branches are of the same diameter as their descendent branches, with few exceptions (e.g., Fig. 4B in Łaska et al., 2017). The
8
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Fig. 5. Dichotomous angle. A) Left dichotomous angle-frequency histogram. Circular
plot shows distribution of left dichotomous
angles. The size of the sample is 76 left dichotomous angles. B) Right dichotomous
angle-frequency histogram; circular plot. The
size of the sample is 76 right dichotomous
angles. C) Chondrites showing the concept of
left (λ), right (ρ) and total (τ) dichotomous
angle. Angles of curved branches are measured
at the branching point even if the branch is
curved, such in the case of the right branch of
the figured specimen. The specimen comes
from Monte Verdi, Pisa, Italy (UNIGE22861/
TF45). D) Total dichotomous angle-frequency
histogram; circular plot. The size of the sample
is 76 dichotomous angles. E) Histogram of dichotomous angle asymmetry compared to a
normal curve. The size of the sample is 76 dichotomous branches.

majority (91 %) of measured specimens consist of leaf branches that
retain the same diameter along their length. In some cases, branch
diameter increases towards the tips; examples include a specimen of
Chondrites stellaris with radially distributed clavate branches (Fig. 10.2
in Gaillard, 2011) and a specimen of Chondrites with truncate tips (Fig.
XXII.2 in Simpson, 1956). Some specimens have a long, acute tip that
results in ensiform (Fig. 4J in Łaska et al., 2017) or lanceolate (Fig. 4D
in Łaska et al., 2017) branches. A falcate specimen has also been observed (Fig. 3D in Uchman, 2007b). Among 88 specimens of Chondrites,
94 % have rounded tips. In a few cases, branches taper to a sharp point
(acute tip) (Fig. 4C, D, J in Łaska et al., 2017; Fig. 3D in Uchman,
2007b) or have truncate tips (Fig. XXII.2 in Simpson, 1956). Forms that
expand or taper might be due to cross-sections of branches that are
passing into or out of the plane of section.

interquartile range (0.19-0.55 cm). These results show that closely
spaced branches are more common than widely spaced ones (Fig. 6D).
Within-specimen variation in spacing is typically small (Fig. 6E; mean:
0.28 cm; range: 0.28–1.00 cm), suggesting that the average Chondrites
is composed of evenly spaced branches.
3.3.9. Rotation angle
The angle between adjacent master branches (rotation angle) was
only measurable for eight burrow systems. These systems pertain to the
following ichnospecies: C. intricatus (Uchman and Wetzel, 2011), C.
stellaris (Fig. 10.2 in Gaillard, 2011), C. caespitosus (Fig. 10 in Gaillard,
2011), C. recurvus (Fig. 9G in Fu, 1991), C. targionii (Fig. 3B in Uchman,
2007b) and C. affinis (Fig. 3A in Uchman et al., 2012). Other specimens
that might have a measurable rotation angle were not included due to
the angle not being unequivocally measurable (e.g., Fig. 6B in Uchman,
2007b). In other cases, a true rotation angle is not present, but the
burrow system develops from a single master branch; examples include
specimens of C. affinis (Fig. 10.6 in Gaillard, 2011), C. recurvus (Fig. 12
in Fu, 1991) and C. patulus (Fig. 2F in Uchman, 2007b).

3.3.8. Spacing
The spacing-frequency histogram reveals a right-skewed distribution with a mean spacing of 0.45 cm, the range of which is wide
(0.11–2.59 cm) due to outliers, as evidenced by the much narrower
9
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Fig. 6. Root angle, curvature and spacing. A) Root angle-frequency histogram. Circular plot based on 165 angles. B) Curvature-frequency histogram. Circular plot
based on 228 branches. C) Chondrites affinis showing the concepts of root angle, angle of curvature and spacing. Unknown locality, probably Late Cretaceous of the
Monte Antola Formation (UNIGE2504). D) Spacing-frequency histogram. Plot based on 74 branches. E) Within-specimen variation in branch spacing. Plot based on
26 specimens of Chondrites.

3.4. Fill of Chondrites

Chondrites is similar in texture to the muddy matrix of the host rock
(Fig. 7A), which however contains more abundant grains (e.g., quartz
grains, microfossils, opaque oxide minerals; Fig. 7B). This microfacies is
here reported from the Monte Antola Formation (Fig. 7A-B), but it
appears to be a recurring pattern since other authors (e.g. Phillips and
McIlroy, 2010) have shown that Chondrites burrows are frequently filled
with clayey material and that kaolinite may be present at higher concentrations than in the host sediment. Occasionally, Chondrites is surrounded by a halo (Fig. 11) (Fütterer, 1984; Uchman et al., 2003).

Tunnels of Chondrites are unlined, present sharp burrow margins
and commonly show a fine-grained fill that differs in colour from the
host rock; sometimes menisci are observed (Ekdale and Bromley, 1983;
Knaust, 2017). Despite the ethological and taxonomical importance of
burrow fill, its microstructure is poorly known. To explore this understudied aspect, new material from Cellon (Silurian, Austria), Holzmaden (Jurassic, Germany) and Monte Antola Formation (Cretaceous,
Italy) has been studied in thin section. Five recurring microfacies have
been identified based on the fill and its textural contrast with the host
rock.

3.4.2. Grain-filled Chondrites
Grain-filled Chondrites (Fig. 8) show a remarkable contribution of
grains, which are less abundant in the host rock. For instance, the fill of
Mt. Antola specimens commonly consists of quartz grains with minor
contribution of mica, albite and opaque oxide minerals. As such, the
grain-supported fill contrasts with the matrix-supported host rock. In

3.4.1. Mud-filled Chondrites
Mud-filled Chondrites (Fig. 7) show a homogeneous, matrix-supported fill consisting of clay minerals and very rare grains. The fill of
10
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Fig.
7. Mud-filled
Chondrites.
A)
Photomicrograph of thin section showing mudfilled Chondrites (Ch1, Ch2) and grain-filled
Chondrites with matrix-supported (Ch3) and
grain-supported (Ch4) texture. Photomicrograph
of thin section of UNIGE2504 (Fig. 2D), crossed
nicols. Location of the thin section is shown in
Fig. 2D. Unknown locality of Liguria, Italy,
probably Cretaceous of the Monte Antola Formation. B) Tunnels of mud-filled Chondrites
showing the characteristic homogeneous aspect.
The same quartz grains (q), opaque minerals (o)
and matrix (m) are present within Chondrites and
in the host rock, but at different abundances. The
photographed tunnels are tunnels Ch1 and Ch2
of Fig. 7A. Photomicrograph, parallel nicols, thin
section of UNIGE2504. C) Chondrites intricatus
(Chi), Cladichnus isp. (Cl) and Chondrites patulus
(Chp). Dashed line indicates the location of the
thin section from which Fig. 7D comes. Cretaceous, Facies E of the San Bartolomeo Fomation,
Punta Lodiro, Sanremo, Italy. D) Mud-filled
Chondrites distributed in parallel levels. Arrows
indicate microfossils displaced by burrowing activity. Photomicrograph, crossed nicols, thin
section of the specimen shown in Fig. 7C.

petrography and SEM-EDX analysis have been carried out on representative specimens of Chondrites from Palaeozoic and post-Palaeozoic material, in detail from Cellon (Silurian, Carnic Alps, Austria) and
Holzmaden (Jurassic, Germany). Results show different features with
regard to the distribution of framboids, which are specific, spherical
micromorphologies generated by aggregates of equant microcrystals of
pyrite or, more rarely, by other minerals (Cavalazzi et al., 2012).
The burrow fill of Chondrites from Cellon is richer in pyrite framboids than the limestone host rock (Fig. 10B–D). Microscopic investigation of pyrite mineral phases found in the carbonate fill of the
trace fossils reveals small, sub-spherical to elongate framboids (approximately 25 μm in diameter) made of microspheres of octahedral to
sub-octahedral microcrystals that are loosely to tightly packed
(Fig. 10E). ESEM-EDX chemical analyses performed on framboids of the
specimen from Cellon detected C, O, S, Fe, suggesting a pyrite composition as confirmed also by Raman analysis. The Raman spectrum of
framboids (Fig. 10F) of the specimen from Cellon contains in fact the
distinctive peaks (342, 379 and 432 cm−1) characteristic of pyrite (e.g.
Cavalazzi et al., 2012), to which is associated disordered carbonaceous
matter as indicated by intense D1 (∼1350 cm−1) and G1
(∼1600 cm−1) Raman bands.
While the host rock of the Chondrites specimen from Holzmaden
typically contains pyrite framboids, they are rare to absent in burrow
fills. Chondrites burrows from Holzmaden are mostly filled with granular calcite crystals (including bioclastic/detrital material), clay minerals, and rare framboidal pyrite (Fig. 11B, C). Framboidal pyrite is
concentrated in the host rock around the burrows, creating a dark-red
halo around the trace (Fig. 11A). SEM-EDX investigation shows that

other cases, grains are dispersed in a fine-grained matrix that is not
optically resolvable.
3.4.3. Cement-filled Chondrites and unfilled Chondrites
Cement-filled Chondrites are characterized by dominant mineral
cements. This type of texture is reported from the Silurian Kok
Formation at Cellon, Austria. With respect to framboid-filled Chondrites
(Fig. 9), pyrite framboids are more dispersed in the cement (Fig. 10).
Cement-filled Chondrites have also been reported by other authors
(Uchman et al., 2003). Consequently, this is likely to be a recurring
pattern. Unfilled Chondrites are void. Unfilled Chondrites have been
reported by other authors from the Cretaceous Monte Antola Formation, Italy.
3.4.4. Framboid-rich Chondrites
Pyrite framboid-rich Chondrites show a higher amount of subspherical opaque mineral oxides (framboids) than in the host rock
(Fig. 9A-D). Oxides in the burrow fill are more rounded than those in
the host rock (Fig. 9D). Oxide-rich halo is commonly present
(Fig. 9B–D). The framboid fill is usually massive, but roughly meniscate
textures have also been observed (Fig. 9E–G).
3.4.5. Framboids in Chondrites
Pyrite framboids are not only a common feature of framboid-rich
Chondrites, where framboids are more frequent than in the host rock,
but they are often found in concentrations similar to those in the host
rock (McBride and Picard, 1991; Phillips and McIlroy, 2010; Abdi et al.,
2016). In order to elucidate this poorly known aspect, microscopic
11
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Fig. 8. Grain-filled Chondrites. A) Chondrites
intricatus. Dashed line indicates the location of
the thin section imaged in Fig. 8B,C. Specimen
UNIGE2407; unknown locality, probably
Monte Antola Formation, Italy, Cretaceous. B)
Grain-supported texture of Chondrites. Quartz
grains (q), opaque minerals (o) and micas (m)
are abundant within the burrow fill. Photomicrograph, crossed nicols, thin section of
UNIGE2407. Blurred area is due to damaged
glass cover of the thin section. C) Small specimen of Chondrites with grain-supported fill.
The burrow branches both upwards and
downwards. Photomicrograph, parallel nicols,
thin section of UNIGE2407. D) Small grainfilled Chondrites with clayey matrix. Photomicrograph, parallel nicols, thin section of
UNIGE2504. Arrow indicates the magnified
area of Fig. 8E. Location of the thin section is
shown in Fig. 2D. Unknown locality, probably
Cretaceous of the Monte Antola Formation,
Italy. E) Detail of the Chondrites of Fig. 8D
showing grains dispersed in a clayey matrix.
Photomicrograph, crossed nicols, thin section
of UNIGE2504.

geochemical changes; Harazim et al., 2015) and sediment disturbance
(e.g., Naruse and Nifuku, 2008; Bednarz and McIlroy, 2009, 2012,
2015; Platt et al., 2010; LaCroix et al., 2012; Šimo and Tomašových,
2013; Evans and McIlroy, 2016; Boyd and McIlroy, 2016; Boyd et al.,
2017; Reynolds and McIlroy, 2017).
In case of such variable trace fossils as Chondrites, fully deterministic
3D models are especially important as they provide new data that need
to be incorporated into new palaeobiological models building on those
that have been introduced for this ichnotaxon by several authors over
the last century (Richter, 1931; Tauber, 1949; Simpson, 1956;
Ferguson, 1965; Bradley, 1981; Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; Swinbanks
and Shirayama, 1984; Seilacher, 1990; Fu, 1991; Ekdale, 1992;
Bromley, 1996; Hertweck et al., 2007; Knaust, 2009; Bednarz and
McIlroy, 2015).
The 3D reconstructions presented herein reveal morphological
characteristics that shed new light on the geometry of Chondrites, and
on the palaeobiological models for its interpretation.
The observed characteristics that are not part of the existing ichnogeneric diagnosis of Chondrites (Fu, 1991) include: (i) upward
branching, characteristics of the (rarely vertical) master-shaft, (ii) the
composite nature of the master-shaft, and (iii) the superabundance of
hypidiomorphic forms. These features go beyond the idiomorphic
idealized geometries upon which many of the ichnospecific diagnoses
have been based (Osgood, 1970; Fürsich, 1974; Fu, 1991). For the
purposes of this discussion, our concept of Chondrites encompasses some
forms with morphologies that go beyond the established ichnogeneric
diagnosis, because they are only revealed by methods not available to
earlier workers or conventional methods.

framboidal pyrite around the specimen of Chondrites from Holzmaden is
in the form of microspheres up to 15 μm in diameter, with loose to
partially ordered octahedral to sub-octahedral, equimorphic microcrystals (less than 0.6 μm in diameter) (Fig. 11D). Away from the
burrows, pyrite is present as equidimensional framboids with an
average size of 4 μm (Fig. 11E) and composed of equimorphic microcrystals less than 0.3 μm in diameter with a distinctive partially organized structure.
3.5. 3D shape of Chondrites
Until recently, ichnotaxonomic identification and palaeobiological
considerations have been based on straightforward observation of trace
fossils visible in outcrop or slabs of core in 2D (vertical or horizontal
cross sections). Most of the 3D visualization of trace fossils, including
Chondrites, have been presented as conceptual drawings extrapolated
mainly from observations of cross sections of burrows in core or outcrop
(e.g., Wetzel and Uchman, 1998; Seilacher, 2007).
The ability of an ichnologist to interpret a trace fossil from cross
sections has obvious limitations, mainly because it is not possible to
observe the spatial extent and geometry of a burrow, neither its relationship to the host sediment. Depending on the methodology used,
3D reconstruction of ichnological specimen provides the opportunity to
investigate not only the real burrow morphology, but also to quantify
its morphometrics (e.g., branching angles, connectivity, burrow length,
depth, etc.) and the bioturbation intensity. It also becomes possible to
consider inter-relationships with co-occurring burrows and the interaction of the burrow with the near-burrow environment (e.g.,
12
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Fig. 9. Framboid-rich Chondrites. A) Chondrites
intricatus. Dashed line indicates the location of
the thin section imaged in Fig. 9B-D. Photomicrograph, crossed nicols, thin section of
UNIGE2400. Unknown locality, probably
Monte Antola Formation, Italy, Cretaceous. B)
Framboid-rich Chondrites with halo (h).
Opaque oxide minerals (o) are present either in
the host rock or within the burrow fill, where
they appear as sub-spherical framboids. Photomicrograph, parallel nicols, thin section of
UNIGE2400. C) Framboid-rich Chondrites with
distinct halo (h). Photomicrograph, parallel
nicols, thin section of UNIGE2400. D) Detail of
Fig. 9C showing opaque minerals in the host
rock and in the burrow fill, where they appear
as sub-spherical framboids. Photomicrograph,
parallel nicols, thin section of UNIGE2400. E)
Chondrites. Dashed line indicates the location
of the thin section imaged in Fig. 9F-G. Specimen UNIGE2493, unknown locality, probably Monte Antola Formation, Cretaceous. F)
Framboid-rich Chondrites with halo (h) and
roughly meniscate fill. Host rock presents
abundant microfossils (m), which are almost
absent in the burrow fill. Photomicrograph,
parallel nicols, thin section of UNIGE2493. G)
Detail of Fig. 9F showing the abundant opaque
oxide minerals (o), that are considered to be
framboids. Grains follow a roughly meniscate
alignment (dashed line). Photomicrograph,
parallel nicols, thin section of UNIGE2400.

The ultimate basis of a palaeobiological interpretation requires
consideration of pre-compactional burrow shape. This way, an ichnologist might be able to reasonably infer trace-maker size, shape and
possibly taxonomic affiliation as a basis for interpreting organism
ethology and physiology. For this reason, we also present artificially decompacted 3D models of selected Chondrites burrows, assuming moderate degree of compaction typical for mudstones (50 %) (App. 1B). It is
important to note that measurements presented in this study were done
on models that were constructed on the base of a compacted mudstone.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that at the time of burrow origin,
the angles of tunnel inclination relative to the palaeo-horizontal (i.e.,
any imaginary plane parallel to bedding plane) and angles of sub-vertical ramification are lower than their pre-compactional state.
The modelled Chondrites from the Jurassic Staithes Formation, UK
are from a dark grey to black silty mudstone containing some very light
grey silty layers and silty bodies of various shapes (Fig. 12A). The
sample is densely bioturbated (BI 4 ≈ 65 %). In vertical cross section,
the burrows are seen mainly rounded, up to 1 mm in diameter, and are
filled with light grey silty material. Chondrites crosscut co-occurring
Phycosiphon where the silt content is high (Fig. 12A; cf. Bednarz and
McIlroy, 2012, 2015).
The 199 consecutive images obtained from serial sectioning form
the basis of the 3D reconstruction of the host ichnofabric (Fig. 12B). An
interactive 3D model was constructed to aid observations and measurements of any given burrow system in all possible perspectives (the
model can be accessed as an interactive PDF in App. 1A). The 3D reconstruction of ichnofabric reveals that the most common Chondritestype burrow is the hypidiomorphic form. It was, however, possible to

distinguish portions of burrow systems that conform to idiomorphic
Chondrites (Fig. 12C). An idealized model can therefore be proposed for
this Chondrites type to describe and analyse the range of possible
morphologies (Fig. 13).
The branched system of the modelled Chondrites (Fig. 12) has essentially all of its branches expanding in the horizontal plane, with
variable angles of downward and upward inclination. The majority of
galleries are of generally uniform diameter (∼1 mm diameter), with
the exception of master-shafts that are usually thicker (approx.
1−4 mm). Galleries show at least four orders of branching (Fig. 14).
Because of the nature of the ichnofabric, it is impossible to faultlessly
indicate branches of 1st order (master branches) in burrows where direct connection with master-shaft is not preserved, or where such
connection cannot be reasonably inferred. In such cases, the 1st order
branch is inferred to be the one that is the first parental branch in the
entire single burrow.
3.5.1. Angle of branching in relative to palaeohorizontal
Branches are inclined upward or downward relative to bedding
(Fig. 14). The upward inclination ranges from 10° to 28° (Fig. 14A-F).
The angle of downward inclination is usually larger, ranging between
10° to 50° (Fig. 14G-N). Branches identified as being 1 st order (i.e.
master branches) are usually directed downward from the palaeohorizontal with moderate angles of inclination of around 10° (Fig. 14F, G, I,
K, M). Branches of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th orders may be directed either
downward or upward from the palaeohorizontal and at steeper angles
than the associated master branch. Exceptions to these norms are seen
in the form of rare sub-vertical—downwardly directed—branches
13
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Fig. 10. Chondrites from Cellon (Silurian,
Austria). A) Transmission light microphotograph. The boxed area is detailed in B
and further magnified in C. B–D) SEM image of
a longitudinal section of Chondrites. The
burrow fill (median part in B and top part in C
bordered by white broken lines) shows a different texture and a relative enrichment in
framboidal pyrite grains (fr-py rich) compared
to the host-rock. Grains resulted broken by the
activity of the tracemakers (D, corresponding
to the arrowed area in C). E) Multi-framboidal
textures of microspherical pyrite aggregates of
tightly packed and loose octahedral to sub-octahedral microcrystals. F) SEM-EDX and
Raman composition of framboidal structure
(black arrow in D) confirming the pyritic
nature of the framboids.

(Fig. 15A, App. 1A, views: Sub-vertical tunnels).

but stop just before the point of intersection. This may indicate phobotaxis - the chemosensory ability of the tracemaker to detect and avoid
other burrows. Only one case of crosscutting tunnels belonging to different systems was positively identified (Fig. 15C; App. 1A, view: Cross
cut).

3.5.2. Angles between branches
The Chondrites from Staithes is characterized by a dominantly alternate branching pattern (Figs. 13, 15B). One case of perfect dichotomy was identified (Fig. 15). The angles between tunnels vary in
the horizontal and in vertical plane (Fig. 14; App. 1A, views: Branching
angles). Branching angles in the horizontal plane are typically wide,
and range between 30° and 67° (with a mean of 40°). Branching angles
in vertical plane are observed to be considerably narrower (10-30°).

3.5.4. Master-shafts
The master-shafts are predominantly sub-horizontal, usually thicker
than the more distal branches (approx. 1−4 mm) and take the form of
several relatively tightly bundled galleries that propagate horizontally
or with low inclination from the bedding plane and may branch and
coalesce (Fig. 16B; App. 1A, view: Master-shafts). There is no evidence
in the 3D reconstruction for a deep vertical master-shaft as is inferred
by most contemporary ichnogeneric diagnoses and graphical reconstructions of Chondrites (e.g., Osgood, 1970; Fu, 1991: Abb. 3B, 6, 8;
Löwemark et al., 2006). It should be however noted that the master
shafts in other ichnospecies of Chondrites may diverge from the characteristics observed in the material of the Staithes Formation. Branches
emerge from the master-shaft with a non-systematic distribution, with

3.5.3. Geometry of branches
Branches are usually almost straight or gently bent, although some
arched tunnels can be seen in both the horizontal and vertical planes
(Figs. 15B, 16). Branches of the same system never crosscut. In the
vertical plane, walls of neighbouring bedding-parallel tunnels of different systems can be found in very close proximity to one another,
which can be most likely explained by compaction. In the plane of
bedding, tunnel terminations may be found to approach other burrows,
14
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Fig. 11. Chondrites from Holzmaden (Jurassic,
Germany). A) Transmission light microphotograph. The boxed areas are detailed in B
and C. B–C) SEM images of a longitudinal and
equatorial section of the studied trace fossils.
The host-rock clearly shows a different texture
compared to the fossil trace fill (middle/central areas delimited by white broken lines).
Note the abundance of disseminated framboids
of pyrite in the host rock. D) SEM image of
framboidal pyrites (black arrows) in the hostrock near the trace fossils within the darker
halo. Note the great variability in framboidal
size. E) SEM image of equidimensional framboidal pyrites (black arrows) in the host-rock
relatively far from the trace fossils.

the first ramus (master branch) usually being directed horizontally or
downward, whereas higher orders of branching can be directed in any
plane.
The average demonstrable total depth of the individual burrows
varies between 2–6 mm, which is the height of the smallest prism that
the burrow can be drawn into (Platt et al., 2010; Bednarz and McIlroy,
2012, 2015). A maximum depth of 14.5 mm was observed (Fig. 16C).
The aforementioned depth measures characterize fossil specimens, i.e.
they refer to a post-compactional state. This relatively shallow penetration depth contrasts with classical deep-tier occurrences of Chondrites
(Ekdale and Bromley, 1983), showing the high variation in morphology
and dimensions of the ichnogenus.

more than 20 times larger than the horizontal surface area that shades
the ichnofabric (the surface area of horizontally sliced sample). The
average distance between neighbouring tunnels is around 4.5 mm
(burrow spacing; see Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015).
3.6. Form of modern thyasirid burrows
The Thyasiridae is a family of predominantly small (< 1 cm) infaunal bivalves found in cold marine waters worldwide, from coastal
sediments at high latitudes (Ockelmann, 1958) to hadal depths
(Knudsen, 1970; Fujikura et al., 1999). Much of the research on thyasirids has centred on the symbiotic relationships that some, but not all,
species within this family establish with chemoautotrophic, sulfur-oxidizing bacteria that are maintained at the surface of gill epithelial cells
(Southward, 1986; Seilacher, 1990; Dufour, 2005). It is while holding
symbiotic species of thyasirids in tanks of sediment that their remarkable Chondrites-like burrows were discovered along the tank walls
(Dando and Southward, 1986). These burrows were found to penetrate
deep into the sediment, and were interpreted as being conduits through
which reduced sulfur from the adjacent porewater system could seep
into the pedal tracts, and thereby reach the bivalve and its symbionts
(Dando and Southward, 1986). Since then, additional experiments have

3.5.5. Volumetrics
Volumetric measurements of Jurassic specimens from the Staithes
Formation, presented in detail in Bednarz and McIlroy (2015), indicate
that the Chondrites ichnofabric constitutes only 3.4 % of the total volume of the rock sample, despite the intense bioturbation (bioturbation
intensity of ca. 65 %). The thin burrow tunnels interpenetrate the entire
77 cm3 volume (8.39 × 2.32 × 3.96 cm) of the rock, and their summed
length is calculated as 3.3 m. The surface area of the Chondrites ichnofabric contained in the mudstone sample from Staithes Formation is
15
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Fig. 12. From the rock sample to the decompacted 3D model of Chondrites. A) Sample
containing Chondrites from the Lower Jurassic
Staithes Sandstone Formation, Yorkshire coast,
UK. The photograph shows one of 199 consecutive vertical slices obtained during serial
sectioning of the sample. Ph: Phycosiphon s.s.;
C: Chondrites. B) 3D reconstruction of
Chondrites ichnofabric from Staithes sample
generated on the basis of 199 slices that were
obtained from serially ground sample. Burrows
are artificially coloured to enhance visibility of
individual burrow systems. See also Appendix
1A. C) Chosen burrow systems characterized
by the most regular geometry. D–E) 3D reconstruction artificially decompacted assuming
moderate degree of compaction typical for
mudstones (50 %). See also Appendix 1B.

shown that the burrowing behaviour of symbiotic thyasirids is influenced by sedimentary sulfide content (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003), and
can lead to modifications in sediment biogeochemistry (Dando et al.,
2004; Hakonen et al., 2010). More recently, Chondrites-like burrows
were also observed beneath thyasirid species that lack chemoautotrophic, sulfur-oxidizing symbionts, suggesting that the pedal tracts
may be deposit feeding structures in these species (Zanzerl and Dufour,
2017).
Thyasirid bivalves burrow—with the hinge of their shell directed
towards the sediment surface—to a depth of roughly 8–10 times the
length of the shell (Dando and Southward, 1986; Zanzerl and Dufour,
2017). Thyasirids lack siphons, but instead construct a semi-permanent
mucus-lined burrow to maintain a connection to overlying oxygenated
water (Fig. 17; Allen, 1953). This structure, called the inhalant tube
(Allen, 1953), is formed by sequential probing of the extensile, vermiform, foot through the sediment, thereby maintaining it as an open
structure (Allen, 1953). The basal aperture of the inhalant tube, where
the foot is extended between the valves, appears as a ferruginous patch
on the anterior end of the shell in many thyasirid species (Oliver and
Killeen, 2002). At the sediment surface, the inhalant tube aperture is
often simple and perpendicular to the sediment surface (Dufour, unpubl. obs.); however, that of Thyasira equalis has been described as a

small protruding chimney (Oliver and Killeen, 2002; after observations
made by Ockelmann, 1958).
The mucous lining of the inhalant tube of thyasirids may be maintained by mucus secreted by the foot (Allen, 1953). In time-series X-ray
experiments, where thyasirids were placed at the surface of sediments
in thin aquaria and allowed to burrow, the path taken by the bivalve is
evidenced as a pale broad line, as wide as the shell, at the base of which
one or more thin burrows branch towards the sediment surface (Zanzerl
and Dufour, 2017). These features suggest that thyasirids may burrow
to some depth and establish an inhalant tube, to later reposition their
shell elsewhere and form a new inhalant tube. Some X-radiographs of
thyasirid individuals buried at depth in the sediment have no obvious
inhalant tubes, suggesting that the mucous lining is delicate and may
require periodic maintenance (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003; Zanzerl and
Dufour, 2017) or that the pore-waters of the host sediment are sufficiently rich in oxygen for metabolism.
The Chondrites-like burrows, called pedal tracts—since they are
most likely formed by sequential extensions of the highly extensible
foot (Hakonen et al., 2010; Zanzerl and Dufour, 2017)—radiate from
the ventral extremity of the shell and may be up to 30 times the shell
length (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003).
Studies show that pedal tracts are formed by all symbiotic thyasirids
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Characterization of burrow morphology in these taxa is impeded by the
fragile appearance of the tracemakers and the lack of tubes. Relief casts
from box cores (Fig. 19) make small variations in sediment fabric
visible, thereby allowing accurate study of burrow form and associated
physical sedimentary structures (Hertweck et al., 2007).
Burrows of the orbiniid polychaete Scoloplos (Scoloplos) armiger are
thin and irregularly branched. The branching is acute-angled to rectangular, and mostly dichotomous. Second-order branching can frequently be observed. The burrow segments are straight to slightly bent,
and are oriented downwards or laterally. The inner burrow diameter is
around 1–1.5 mm and corresponds somewhat to the dimensions of the
polychaete, i.e. up to 1.5 mm in diameter and 12 cm in length
(Hartmann-Schröder, 1996). Stabilization of the burrow wall by mucus
is sparsely developed, if present at all. The distribution of S. armiger
(and concomitantly their burrows) on intertidal sand flats varies on a
small spatial scale from 0 to 489 individuals per m² (Hertweck et al.,
2007). However, burrows always occur as filled and distinct traces
(Fig. 19). The overall orientation is more or less horizontal, mainly
controlled by the geochemical zonation of the upper sediment and the
enrichment of food (particles) parallel to the bedding. It should be
noted that the burrows of Scoloplos armiger are non-permanent.
Burrows of the capitellid polychaete Heteromastus filiformis differ
noticeably from those of S. armiger. They have in fact a long vertical
shaft, which is slightly irregular bent. At its lower part, the burrow is
irregularly branched and more horizontally oriented. H. filiformis has a
maximum diameter of 1 mm and a length of up to 18 cm. The vertical
part of its burrow reaches down to 20 cm below the sediment surface.
Burrow durability is ensured by reinforcement of the inner wall with
mucus. However, the burrows lack an oxidation halo due to the speciesspecific respiration behaviour. H. filiformis is known to occur in relative
high abundance of up to 7000 individuals/m² on muddy tidal flats,
which results in a completely bioturbated sediment showing a cloudy
appearance of internal (bio-)sedimentary structures (‘bioturbate texture’; Hertweck et al., 2005).
Similar burrows are also known from the capitellid polychaete
Capitella cf. aciculata occurring in high abundances of up to 5000 individuals/m2 in upper offshore environments (Dörjes, 1972). The
characteristic vertical burrows are non-permanent and start to branch
irregularly when reaching organic-rich layers rich such as muddy sediments. Like in H. filiformis, an oxic halo is lacking around the burrow
walls. Traces of both capitellid species are most similar to the trace
fossil Pilichnus dichotomus Uchman, 1999.
Burrows of the nephthyid polychaetes Inermonephtys inermis and
Aglaophamus dibranchis (formerly attributed to the genus Nephtys) are
represented by three units: (1) a straight vertical tunnel more than
10 cm deep, (2) straight or slightly arcuate dichotomous branched
tunnels at 2–3 cm below the seafloor, opening at the seafloor and (3)
dendritic pattern tunnels, diverging at acute angle, which are placed at
each burrow opening at the seafloor (Patel and Desai, 2009). The
dendritic pattern of the tunnels is a morphological analogue for Chondrites but, being produced at the seafloor, they are not consistent with
the typical, deep-tier occurrences of Chondrites.

Fig. 13. Idealized model of Chondrites burrows based on deterministic 3D reconstruction of ichnofabric from the Lower Jurassic Staithes Sandstone
Formation, Yorkshire coast, UK. Alternate branching is the dominant branching
pattern. One case of ideal dichotomy (see Table 1) was also observed. Mastershafts are composed of several bundled tunnels and propagate in horizontal or
sub-horizontal plane. Branches ramify in horizontal or vertical plane and may
propagate either in downward or upward direction.

examined to date, but also that some asymbiotic species form pedal
tracts as well (Zanzerl and Dufour, 2017). Observations of structures
alongside glass aquarium walls (Dando and Southward, 1986; Oliver
and Killeen, 2002; Zanzerl and Dufour, 2017), or in X-radiographs of
thin aquaria (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003; Zanzerl and Dufour, 2017)
demonstrate that pedal tracts are directed into deeper layers of the
sediment, often branching in dichotomous manner, but also that individual pedal tracts may crosscut others (Dando and Southward, 1986;
Oliver and Killeen, 2002). This latter character is not typical of fossil
Chondrites, as discussed above, which do not usually self-cross (cf.
Uchman et al., 2012; Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015, and herein).
CT-scans of experimental sediment cores containing Thyasira flexuosa have also provided a three-dimensional view of pedal tracts
(Fig. 18). In these cores, pedal tracts were not uniquely directed towards deeper sediment layers, but branched out in multiple directions
laterally and obliquely; this in-situ morphology may be more representative of pedal tract orientation in nature, without the confines of
glass aquaria. Some burrowing thyasirids seemed to have no associated
pedal tracts (Fig. 18). High thyasirid densities may inhibit pedal tract
formation. A greater proportion of thyasirids formed pedal tracts under
conditions of low organism density (67 % of six specimens per core)
than when in intermediate (48 % of 12 specimens per core) or high (34
% of 24 specimens per core) densities (Fig. 18).
Like other infaunal species, thyasirids may be sensitive to changes in
porewater pressure resulting from other burrowing organisms in their
vicinity (Wethey and Woodin, 2005). In experimental settings, thyasirids appear to abandon certain pedal tracts (i.e. they disappeared over
time) and form new ones periodically. Pedal tract formation and
maintenance is probably an ongoing and adaptable process in thyasirids. Their method of pedal tract maintenance is not systematically
radial, and the pedal tracts are not sediment filled, and as such have low
preservation potential unless the pedal tracts are either permineralized
in life or passively filled.

4. Function
4.1. Functional insights from 2D specimens
4.1.1. Use of space
In her publication about function, behaviour and classification of
fucoid and lophocteniid traces, Fu (1991) gives a brief overview of
existing Chondrites models and their interpretation. However, numerous
questions arise from the different models, which intensively discuss the
function (dwelling structure, feeding trace), burrow fill (active or passive) and the branching (protrusive vs retrusive).
The degree to which the tracemaker efficiently occupied the bioturbated volume was used by Fu (1991) as a tool to explain the function

3.7. Form of incipient Chondrites produced by vermiform organisms
Beside thyasirid bivalves, so far, only some polychaete species are
known to produce Chondrites-like burrows in modern marine environments. These polychaetes belong to the families Orbiniidae,
Capitellidae (Hertweck et al., 2005, 2007) and Nephthyidae (Patel and
Desai, 2009). The form of burrows differs between families, inferred to
be due to their different modes of life, and metabolic specifics.
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Fig. 14. Inclination of branches in relation to the palaeohorizontal. 3D reconstruction of selected burrows of Chondrites from the Lower Jurassic Staithes Sandstone
Formation, Yorkshire coast, UK. Inclination of branches in relation to the palaeohorizontal is measured in compacted mudstone. Branches of 1st order: F, G, I, K, M,
N. Branches of 2nd order: A, B, J. Branches of 3rd order: D, H, L. Branches of 4th order: C, E. Thickness of tunnels is approx. 1 mm. Each burrow is named according to
a pattern of "bu_xx" in order to make a reference to the equivalent burrows presented in the interactive 3D model in Appendix 1.

of chondritid burrows. Subsurface deposit feeders in deep-sea sediment
with low POC (particulate organic carbon) values are likely to exploit
sediment as efficiently as possible. This ought to be reflected by a high
coverage ratio, i.e. trace area vs spreading area of the entire burrow
system. However, most fossil examples of Chondrites show only moderate coverage ratios. For this reason, the root-shaped burrow system
has been interpreted as a means to optimize the surface area between
the chondritid burrow surface and the porewater system of the host
sediment volume for the purpose of supporting symbiosis with chemoautotrophic (e.g. thiotrophic or methanotrophic) microbes. This interpretation is based on evidence for optimal foraging in an environment with homogeneous distribution of resources. However, the

optimal search strategy in environments with heterogeneous (‘patchy’)
distribution of resources is likely to differ from that applied in homogeneous environments, especially if the organisms use chemoreception
(Plotnick, 2007).
Anisotropic distribution of physical properties of the substrate may
also influence burrow shape (i.e. some movement paths can be easier
than others). Animals can behave as time minimisers rather than energy
maximisers (Bergman et al., 2001). The robustness of optimal foraging
theory has been questioned by considering that, even if natural selection tends to give rise to optimal behaviour, optimal strategies may not
occur in nature, and that it is not possible to test whether animals are
optimal (Pierce and Ollason, 1987).
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morphospace can be visualized by the software ChondritesMaker
(Fig. 20B-E). In this way, a theoretical morphospace becomes a tool in
which forms of Chondrites produced in nature can be compared with
those that are non-existent (see Niklas, 2004; Dera et al., 2008;
McGhee, 2015). Plotting the actual distribution of the existent
morphologies of Chondrites within the morphospace reveals empty regions of morphospace (Fig. 21) (see Niklas, 2004; McGhee, 2001,
2015). Paraphrasing McGhee (2015), a fundamental question then
arises: Why did Chondrites evolve some geometrically possible burrow
forms (e.g. Fig. 20B, D) but not others (e.g. Fig. 20C, E)?
4.2.1. Topology
An animal must maintain a net energy gain from the costs of seeking
and acquiring resources and resource returns (Romañach et al., 2007).
As with terrestrial burrowers (Romañach et al., 2007), the energetic
cost of excavating a burrow into the seafloor is higher than covering a
similar distance on the seafloor due to the density of the medium. There
should therefore be significant selective pressure on the producers of
Chondrites to excavate their burrows in an optimal configuration. For
this reason, the branched topology of Chondrites poses a problem: Why
did the Chondrites tracemaker produce—metabolically expensive—branched burrows rather than more efficient unbranched
ones? The energetic cost of excavating a branched burrow is higher
than excavating an unbranched burrow of the same length, since a
branch is produced by moving forth and back to the branching point.
This question of metabolic cost of burrow creation can be tackled by
considering the cost of infrastructure (i.e. burrow excavation) and
transportation (i.e. traveling in the burrow), the minimization of which
is needed to build efficient transportation networks (Perna and Latty,
2014). The cost of infrastructure creation is higher in branched burrows
but traveling within a branched burrow system is cheaper than in an
unbranched burrow because of the smaller average path length. For
instance, the shortest path between the most distant points of an unbranched burrow (the endpoints) is as long as the burrow length. Additionally, in a branched burrow, the travel between the two most
distant points is shorter than in an unbranched burrow of the same
length because it does not cross every branch.
In Chondrites, every point, including leaf nodes, is relatively close to
the burrow opening; by contrast, the endpoint of an unbranched burrow
of the same surface area or length is far from the burrow opening. A
branched burrow is thus extremely advantageous in terms of ventilation, the process by which burrowers exchange water between the
burrow opening and subsurface sediment (Kristensen et al., 2012),
though other factors (e.g. branch angle; Andrade et al., 1998) can influence the efficiency of ventilation. Efficient ventilation is not only
beneficial for respiration of the tracemaker, but also for farming digestible microorganisms on the burrow wall (Hylleberg, 1975). This
hypothesis is supported by the similarity of Chondrites with the human
airway; both are fractal-like structures (Baucon, 2010; Glenny, 2011).
Consequently, the topology and geometry of Chondrites could be optimal for a similar function of distributing solutes, or transporting them
from a vast surface area. The volume of the conducting system of the
human airway is minimized, while the surface area for gas exchange is
constrained to the volume of the chest cavity (Glenny, 2011). Similarly,
Chondrites could have been limited in volume by solute diffusion distances while maximizing the surface area for gardening microorganisms. However, it should be however noted that Chondrites differs from
the human airway by having blind-ended tunnels with no mechanism
for circulation.
Constructal law (Bejan, 1997; Lorente et al., 2002; Bejan and
Lorente, 2007) is a theory that allows us to draw some generalized
inferences about the relationship between Chondrites and fluid transport. Tree-like systems provide easy access to the currents that flow
through them, showing optimal configurations for flow between one
point (e.g. the seafloor) and any other point within the branching

Fig. 15. Characteristics of morphotype of Chondrites from the Lower Jurassic
Staithes Sandstone Formation, Yorkshire coast, UK. Average tunnel diameter
1 mm. A) Examples of sub-vertical tunnels (various views perpendicular to the
palaeohorizontal). B) Arched branches and branching patterns. C) Cross-cutting
tunnels of neighbouring burrow systems. Thickness of tunnels is approx. 1 mm.
Each burrow is named according to a pattern of "bu_xx" in order to make a
reference to the equivalent burrows presented in the interactive 3D model in
Appendix 1.

4.1.2. Branching
The direction of branching has traditionally been inferred to be
retrusive, starting with the most distal branches, which are normally
also the deepest part of the burrow system, and then progressively retreat and build off-branches of higher order. Retrusive Chondrites show
longer distal probes and short termination of most proximal probes
against the earlier ones, which is taken as evidence for phobotaxis.
Seilacher (2007) regarded the development of Chondrites as produced
by an animal pushing itself into the soft sediment, without removing
sediment or depositing waste within the burrow, and considered that
the first penetration would be the most distal. Branches in C. affinis that
protrude farther from the stem may truncate those that are closer to it
(Uchman et al., 2012).
4.2. Functional insights from theoretical morphology
Theoretical morphology aims to evaluate the degree to which hypothetical and theoretically possible Chondrites are similar to existing
ones (Niklas, 1994; McGhee, 2001). The absence of hypothetically
possible, but naturally non-existent morphologies means that they are
either non-adaptive, not yet described, or that evolution has not yet
produced them. Non-adaptive forms should be absent or less-frequent
in nature (McGhee, 2007).
This section applies these principles for interpreting the observed
morphological characters of Chondrites. The morphology of Chondrites is
explored by constructing theoretical morphospaces, which are geometric hyperspaces produced by systematically varying the parameter
values of a geometric model of Chondrites (see McGhee, 2015) (Fig. 20).
Following Mitteroecker and Huttegger (2009), each axis of a morphospace corresponds to a measurable parameter of Chondrites, so that each
point of the morphospace represents a single geometrically possible
burrow (Fig. 20A). The morphology corresponding to each point of a
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Fig. 16. Bundled master-shafts. The numbers
on the left side of the photos stand for the slice
numbers. The master-shafts are positioned
horizontally to the palaeohorizontal. A)
Master-shaft composed of multiple bundled
tunnels of diameters the same as the average
diameter for branches (0.5–1 mm). Arrows
point to the same bundled master-shaft. B)
Branching and coalescing. Master-shaft composed of several tunnels of the average diameter (0.5–1 mm; e.g. section 23) coalescing
into one of a significantly larger diameter
(even 400 % larger; e.g. section 54). Arrows
point to the same bundled master-shaft. C)
Master-shaft with associated ramification.

necessarily contains the minimum number of links (Wassermann and
Faust, 1994). Hence, the pertinent question is: “Why the tracemaker did
not produce more branches to connect distant parts of its burrow?”.
Shortcuts reduce transportation costs, but increase infrastructure costs
(Perna and Latty, 2014). In addition, cycles, that are sequences of adjacent links starting and ending at the same node, are inefficient for the
search of resources because they revisit areas that have been already
explored (Perna and Latty, 2014).
From a functional perspective, the acyclic topology of Chondrites
minimizes the infrastructure costs relative to those of life in a cyclic
network. Production of an acyclic network is disadvantageous in environments with high probability of burrow damage. The removal of
any node of a tree network isolates two sub-networks that have no links
between them (Perna and Latty, 2014); the damage of any branch between leaf branches and the master branch might similarly isolate two
parts of Chondrites. In this regard, deep-tier of Chondrites (e.g. Bromley
and Ekdale, 1984) are likely to have low probability of damage by other
organisms. In the case of stationary organisms that burrow by extending
appendages (e.g. thyasirids), tree-like branched burrows are the only
efficient option for exploring large areas of the subsurface because of
constraints imposed by the extensibility of the burrow-creating organ. It
should also be noted that tree networks are optimal transport networks
(Corson, 2010), but their advantages hold only partially for backfilled
burrows, which are not commonly described for Chondrites.
Within-specimen variation in branch order shows that Chondrites is
frequently a balanced tree network, i.e. the variation in branching order
of leaf branches is low. Balanced trees are efficient data structures for
retrieving data; an example is the AVL tree, a self-balancing binary
search tree named after researchers Adelson-Velsky and Landis (Pai,
2008). This reminds us of the fact that burrows can form an

Fig. 17. Burrows constructed by modern thyasirids. A) Schematic drawing
showing the position of the inhalant tube and pedal tracts relative to the location of the thyasirid shell. B) View of the inhalant tube and pedal tracts of
Parathyasira sp., viewed along the side of a thin aquarium. Note the sediment
oxidation surrounding the inhalant tube.

system (Bejan and Lorente, 2007). For this reason, it can be hypothesized that the tree-like geometry of Chondrites is equally optimal not
only for ventilation, but also for pumping fluids from the subsurface.
Chondrites is typically approximated as a tree network, which
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Fig. 19. Modern Chondrites-like burrows produced by polychaetes. A) Burrows
of Scoloplos armiger. Resin-impregnated box core profile from an intertidal flat,
Mellum Island, southern North Sea. Frame indicates the detail shown in
Fig. 19B. B) Detail of Fig. 19A (white frame), Anaglyph 3D image (for 3D use
red-cyan glasses). C) Burrows of Scoloplos armiger (mid and lower part) associated with a 18 cm long vertical portion of the U-shaped burrow of the polychaete Arenicola marina. In the upper part bioturbation is cut by physical sediment remobilization (ripple cross-bedding). Resin-impregnated box core
profile from an intertidal flat, Jade channel, southern North Sea. D) Burrows of
Heteromastus filiformis in a box core profile from an intertidal mixed flat, Jade
channel, southern North Sea.

Fig. 18. CT-scan reconstructions of biogenic structures formed by symbiotic
Thyasira flexuosa burrowing in cores of sediment. Structures produced by different specimens are represented by different colours. Broad structures are the
paths taken by bivalves from the sediment surface to their final position within
the core; thin structures that reach the sediment surface are inhalant tubes,
others are pedal tracts that are often branched and Chondrites-like. A) Six individuals; B) Twelve individuals; C) Twenty-four individuals.

4.2.2. Burrow width
Theoretically, Chondrites can present any branch width. However,
existent Chondrites are located in a limited part of the theoretical
morphospace (Fig. 21). In this regard, burrow width appears to be a
fundamental limit for Chondrites, with no branches wider than 1 cm.
The typically small (about 1 mm) branch width suggests that the
average tracemaker (or its burrowing apparatus) had a similar width.
Constant burrow width indicates that Chondrites was continuously
modified through time or represented a fraction of the producer lifespan (Vallon et al., 2016). A possible exception is a specimen of
Chondrites recurvus (Fu, 1991, Fig. 12) that shows distal increase in
burrow width, thus suggesting growth of the tracemaker during burrow
maintenance or different burrowing mechanism/behaviour. However,
since Fu’s specimen is an illustration, original material needs to be
examined to validate or discard this data. In addition, a specimen of
Chondrites (Łaska et al., 2017, Fig. 4B) shows a root-branch thicker than
its child branches, which could result from bundling of multiple

externalized index of resource distribution that allows tracemakers to
locate resources within their burrow system without the need to
memorize their location (Perna and Latty, 2014). Unbalanced Chondrites are likely to reflect different functions or different environmental
conditions compared to balanced Chondrites. Examples of unbalanced
Chondrites include specimens of C. recurvus (Fu, 1991, Fig. 12), C. bollensis (Gaillard, 2011, Fig. 10.4) and C. affinis (Gaillard, 2011,
Fig. 10.6), among others. Their unbalanced nature of the branching can
reflect anisotropic distribution of resources (e.g. food more abundant in
one direction) associated to area-restricted searching, that is, concentrating foraging effort in resource-rich patches once they are encountered (Romañach et al., 2007).
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burrows, as observed in three-dimensionally reconstructed specimens
(Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015).
4.2.3. Branch length
Following the principles of theoretical morphology (McGhee, 2007),
there could be adaptive advantages associated with the short branches,
and adaptive disadvantages with long (>7 cm) branches; the latter are
not observed in the morphospace of Chondrites (Fig. 21A). First, short
branches provide an advantage in terms of ventilation. A short branch
linked to a parent branch is easier to ventilate than a longer branch
connected with the same parent branch. Short branches also have
adaptive significance in environments with patchy distribution of resources since sediment feeders with long branches intrinsically leave
large regions of food patches unexplored.
Constraints can also explain the observed distribution of branch
lengths. Gut length may have played a role in limiting branch length in the
case of mobile sediment feeders (Seilacher, 2007). In other words, a forward-burrowing sediment feeder can ingest sediment until its gut is full
and, in order to maintain connection with the seafloor for ventilation, it
requires the tracemaker to move backward before backfilling (Seilacher,
2007). Alternatively, sediment can be pushed beside and around the body
of the producer. Branch length can also be constrained by the extensibility
of the burrowing appendage of stationary burrowers (e.g. thyasirids). This
hypothesis predicts shorter distal leaf branches than proximal ones because of the larger distance from the tracemaker, and assumes that all
branches are produced by the tunnel-making organ at its fullest extension.
Shorter distal branches are observed in lyre-shaped specimens of Chondrites recurvus (Fu, 1991, Figs. 9G and 12; Uchman, 2007b, Fig. 3A).
4.2.4. Shape of individual branches
Branch tips are likely to reflect the anatomy of the tracemaker’s
burrowing organ and the burrowing mechanism. Round tips suggest
therefore a burrowing apparatus of similar form. Acute tips of
Chondrites approach the aspect of the cracks made by crack propagation, an efficient mechanism to extend burrows in mud (Dorgan et al.,
2005). Crack propagation has been documented in annelids that extend
their burrows with a proboscis, among others (Murphy and Dorgan,
2011 and references therein). Cracks are discoidal in anterior view and
have an acute tip in lateral view (Dorgan et al., 2005). Crack propagation is most commonly used by annelids in firm substrates, whereas
rounded ended burrows are more common in soft substrates such as
typify the preferred sediment rheology of thyasirid clams for example.

Fig. 20. Theoretical morphospace of Chondrites. Virtual specimens of Chondrites
have been rendered by ChondritesMaker. A) Theoretical morphospace of
Chondrites produced by variation of branch width, total dichotomous angle and
branch length. Red squares indicate the position of three geometrically possible
specimens within the morphospace. B) Theoretical Chondrites resembling C.
intricatus. C) Theoretical Chondrites with non-intersecting branches. D)
Theoretical Chondrites resembling C. patulus. E) Theoretical Chondrites with
intersecting branches. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.2.5. Spacing of child branches
Narrow (Fig. 21B), even spacing of child branches is likely to reflect
a systematic search strategy in which the tracemaker aims to search an
Fig. 21. Occupation of the Chondrites morphospace. A) Existent morphologies of
Chondrites (red dots) plotted within the theoretical morphospace defined by width, length
and dichotomous angle. In other words, each
dot corresponds to a dichotomous branch of an
existent specimen of Chondrites. Dataset consists of 99 dichotomous branches. B) Existent
morphologies of Chondrites (red dots) plotted
within the theoretical morphospace defined by
width, spacing and root angle. In other words,
each dot refers to a lateral subtree of an existent specimen of Chondrites. Dataset consists
of 74 lateral subtrees of Chondrites; see section
2.7 for more details about data collection. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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area of sediment in its entirety. Alternatively, in strategies such as the
exploitation of porewater reductants (i.e. by chemosymbiotic organisms), the spacing between branches may be governed by chemotaxis in
which branches are spaced according to the biogeochemical gradients
within the sediment.

similar to the dichotomous branching angle of wood ant trails (49.33°)
(Buhl et al., 2009).
The aforementioned functional interpretation is possibly complicated by the discrepancy between the turning angle and the corresponding dichotomous angle. In a pair of dichotomous branches, one
branch derives from a turning angle that equals to the left (or right)
dichotomous angle. The different distributions of root and left/right
dichotomous angles may be associated to different behavioural states,
such as in the case of Bancroft elk that change turning angles when
foraging or searching for food (Fryxell et al., 2008).
The symmetric, bell-shaped distribution of angle asymmetry suggests fluctuating asymmetry, i.e. random deviations from perfect symmetry. Stochastic resonance, a phenomenon in which an intermediate
amount of noise can optimize some behaviour (Dees et al., 2008), could
explain the observed symmetric within-specimen variation.

4.2.6. Root and dichotomous angles
Existent Chondrites are located in a limited part of the theoretical
morphospace, which is partly confined by root (Fig. 21B) and dichotomous (Fig. 21A) angles of similar size. The similar distribution of total
dichotomous angles and root angles suggests a similar functional significance and/or similar constraints. The rarity of angles wider than 60°
could reflect constraints imposed by the burrowing mechanism or the
morphology of tracemakers. In crack propagation, which is an efficient
burrowing mechanism in muds, the burrower exerts a normal force
with respect to its direction of movement to propagate a crack in direction of movement (Dorgan et al., 2005), which is achieved by alternate swelling and extension of the anterior end of the organism. For
this reason, the tracemaker needs to change orientation to initiate a
new branch. Because the burrow walls constrain the movement of the
tracemaker, wide turning angles seem to be difficult from the standpoint of initiating a new crack.
Constraints do not exclude an adaptive advantage in the observed
angle distribution, and a disadvantage in the angles that are rare (e.g.
angles smaller than 30° and bigger than 60°). This may be comparable
to the behaviour of foraging zooplankton such as Daphnia (Dees et al.,
2008), the observed angle distribution might be of adaptive significance
for searching patchy resources. Small turning angles are disadvantageous in that they produce straight movement paths so that the
tracemaker would leave a resource patch within a few branches. Large
turning angles make the tracemaker turn back after few branching orders and cross previously explored areas. The observed distribution of
turning angles could therefore reflect a fundamental principle of
searching behaviour, as also suggested by the similar symmetric, bimodal frequency distribution of turning angles exhibited by Bancroft
elk searching for food (Fryxell et al., 2008).
This explanation holds for Chondrites with high branching order,
although it should be noted that the average Chondrites presents a low
branching order (1–2). In the latter case (low branching order), the
observed distributions are more likely to reflect distribution of stimuli
in the environment, perceptual capabilities (detection range-probably
chemotactic) of the Chondrites tracemaker and its optimization strategy.
Animals alter their patterns of movement when encountering stimuli
(Dees et al., 2008); for instance, if an organism perceives a resource at
angle from its direction of movement, it will turn in the direction of the
resource. This behaviour is adaptive because a direct path to the resource minimizes the transportation (travelling) costs for reaching the
resource. This also implies that the wider is the detection range, the
narrower is the turning angle from the previous direction of movement.
Since metabolic infrastructure costs involved in producing a burrow
are high, branching angles of burrows are likely to reflect a trade-off
between traveling and infrastructure costs. If a child branch is burrowed from the tip of the parent branch, the most direct path to a set
given resource-rich area would optimally be that which minimizes either traveling or infrastructure costs.
Retrusive specimens of Chondrites show that child branches can be
also burrowed from a previously established parent branch. In this case,
there is a conflict between shortening travel distances to the master
branch and reducing the length of the new branch. The same conflict is
observed for ant foraging trails, in which new branches established at
an acute angle from the main trail shorten the distance from the nest to
the new resource-rich area, but create larger new trails to maintain than
a branch perpendicular to the main trail (Farji-Brener et al., 2015).
Intriguingly, the mean root angle of Chondrites (46.8°) is similar to the
typical branching angle of leaf-cutting ant trails (43°) (Farji-Brener
et al., 2015), and the mean dichotomous angle of Chondrites (46.0°) is

4.3. Functional insights from the burrow fill
The variety of fill microtextures suggests a set of filling processes,
which were produced in a passive or active manner.
4.3.1. Passive fill from the burrow opening
Both grain- and mud-filled Chondrites can result from passive fill.
Passive fill by a high-energy event is a plausible explanation for grainfilled Chondrites, whereas passive, mechanical filling of the tunnels with
clay (e.g., mud-filled Chondrites) is possible if slight currents move
across the openings of an open burrow system (Osgood, 1970; Fürsich,
1974). The hypothesis of a passive fill is supported by some fossil examples in which the sedimentary signature of burrow fill material
corresponds to the sediments of the overlying beds (Fürsich, 1974;
Osgood, 1970; Uchman, pers. com. 2018).
The hypothesis of a passive fill requires an open burrow system.
This scenario is therefore supported by the preservation of empty tunnels, represented by cement-filled Chondrites and, if post-depositional
weathering of the fill was negligible, by unfilled Chondrites (Fig. 10;
Uchman et al., 2003). Open burrows are possibly indicated by Chondrites with less abundant framboids in the burrow fill than in the host
rock (Fig. 11). In fact, the paucity or absence of framboids can be related to burrow ventilation, as open, actively ventilated burrows are
expected to have less abundant pyrite (at least in their walls) than the
surrounding sediment (Phillips and McIlroy, 2010). Although pyrite
framboids have been documented from a wide range of sedimentary
environments, they are commonly associated with the activity of bacteria and low oxygen settings (e.g., Cavalazzi et al., 2014; Agangi et al.,
2015). Framboids can also lack in the burrow fill if the tracemaker
ingested the microbially degraded organic matter from which framboids would have originated. This interpretation would indicate subsurface deposit feeding (cf. Harazim et al., 2015). However, it should be
noted that the rarity of framboids does not exclude autocoprophagy, i.e.
the tracemaker ingested the active fill of its burrow from which framboids would have originated, or taphonomic filters, i.e. burrows can act
as fluid conduits and consequently pyrite can be oxidized diagenetically.
The hypothesis of a passive fill of Chondrites is consistent with the
opinions of Osgood (1970) and Bromley and Ekdale (1984) who advocated for passively filled open burrow systems. Similarly, Seilacher
(2007) regarded the development of Chondrites as produced by an animal pushing itself into the soft sediment without removing sediment or
depositing waste within the burrow. Nevertheless, this model of passive
filling does not explain the passive fill of upwardly directed branches
(see also Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015, section 4.1).
4.3.2. Passive fill from percolation
Empty tunnels in cohesive sediment (e.g. stiffground) can be filled
by gravitative infiltration of clay through coarser grains of the surrounding sediment. This hypothesis explains (a) the fill of upwardly
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directed branches and (b) textural similarity between the burrow fill
and the matrix of the host rock fill, when present (Fig. 7). However, this
hypothesis requires an empirical test; further studies on the vertical
movement of clay in marine sediments are therefore required.

supports bacterial growth (Virtasalo et al., 2010), and framboids within
Permian Zoophycos have been interpreted as being derived from microbial colonies gardened by their tracemaker (Gong et al., 2009).
Passive fill is a possible process for transporting organic matter within
open burrows, though that would be expected to produce a laminated
burrow fill.

4.3.3. Active backfilling with sediment
The burrow fill of Chondrites was interpreted to be active because
few examples show menisci (Tauber, 1949; Fu, 1991) (Fig. 9F-G). Additionally, the uniformity of the burrow fills makes a passive backfill
from the sediment surface improbable (Fu, 1991; Seilacher, 2007;
Knaust, 2017). Accordingly, the backfill of burrow portions has been
directly related to the symbiosis of the tracemakers (e.g. thyasirid bivalves) with chemolithoautotrophic microbes (Fu, 1991). Fu (1991)
considered that in order to provide the chemosymbionts with H2S-rich
pore water, a new pumping tunnel has to be installed from time to time.
As part of this process, the inactive burrow is backfilled to ensure
pumping efficiency in the new burrowed tunnel (Fu, 1991). However,
neoichnological observations on thyasirids show no evidence that
thyasirids actively fill their tunnels.
Bromley (1990) depicted Chondrites as having just a single tunnel
open at any one time, the rest of the branching system being filled with
sediment, representing the spoil derived from the act of burrowing new
branches. Another hypothesis is that the fill of Chondrites was emplaced
when the tracemaker withdrew its proboscis, creating a vacuum that
sucked in sediment from the surface (Ferguson, 1965).

4.3.5. Colour haloes
Chondrites with colour haloes have been documented but without
specific references to their microstructure (Fütterer, 1984; Uchman
et al., 2003). In the Holzmaden material (Fig. 11), the halo is marked by
a concentration of large pyrite framboids, suggesting that microbes
(probably sulfate-reducing bacteria), along the burrows redox boundary
associated, may have precipitated authigenic pyrite (e.g., Berner, 1984;
Wilkin and Barnes, 1997). Haloes occur also in framboid-rich Chondrites
from Mt. Antola Formation (Fig. 9B-D, F). Pyritic haloes related to
microbial activity are not uncommon and have also been observed
around recently abandoned or filled burrows (Gingras et al., 2014).
If pyrite framboids are equally distributed between burrow fills and
the host rock, it is considered that the tracemaker had little control on
the sulphur and iron chemistry of the sediment during framboid growth
(Phillips and McIlroy, 2010).
4.4. Functional insights from 3D reconstructions
Results of the 3D reconstruction of Chondrites (Figs. 14–16) indicate
that the Chondrites burrows effectively interpenetrate the entire volume
of the sample. It can be inferred that the life strategy of the Chondrites
producer was to explore as much space as possible, while creating the
largest possible surface area that was most likely an interface for biogeochemical interactions (cf. Seilacher, 1990; Fu, 1991). The geometry
of the modelled Chondrites supports the hypothesis that the Chondrites
producer was probably either a chemosymbiotic organism that sought
sulfidic porewaters (Seilacher, 2007), or one that sought to farm microbes on the sediment-burrow interface. Constructing burrows of extensive surface area would be therefore the most effective strategy for
microbial growth, either as symbionts or on the burrow walls.
In contrast, 3D reconstruction of aff. Chondrites from the Upper
Cretaceous Mancos Shale suggests deposit feeding, since the overall
geometry of a single burrow system is characterized by denser
branching than is typical of idiomorphic Chondrites, and the presence of
pelletal burrow fill (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015).
Together, these observations suggest that different behaviours
might apply to different morphotypes or ichnospecies of Chondrites.

4.3.4. Active backfilling with faecal material
Polychaetes are known to deposit faecal material within their burrows, although this behaviour has not been reported from unquestionable Chondrites. In fact, active backfilling with faecal material is
reported for other incipient ichnogenera than Chondrites (Herringshaw
et al., 2010, Fig. 6; Kulkarni and Panchang, 2015) and for some taxonomically controversial Chondrites (Kotake, 1991; Knaust, 2017). Accordingly, the higher concentration of fine-grained material in burrows
(e.g. mud-filled Chondrites; Fig. 7) may reflect selective deposit feeding
(organic matter is often bound to clay minerals) with authigenic alteration of ingested clay minerals (Wetzel, 1991; McIlroy et al., 2003;
Needham et al., 2004, 2005; Phillips and McIlroy, 2010).
A similar active backfilling with faecal material can explain higher
abundances of framboids in the fill of Chondrites than in the host rock,
i.e. framboid-rich Chondrites. While pyrite framboids have been observed in a wide range of sedimentary environments, they are commonly associated with the activity of bacteria and low oxygen settings
(e.g., Cavalazzi et al., 2014; Agangi et al., 2015). For instance, framboids have been reported from biogenic structures from dysoxic settings, e.g. Zoophycos (Gong et al., 2008), Trichichnus (Kȩdzierski et al.,
2015), Rhizocorallium (Zhang et al., 2016) and concentric microbial
colonies (Neto De Carvalho et al., 2016a). The study of the formation of
the pyrite framboids and their role in sedimentary environments seems
to suggest that (1) they form in weakly reducing conditions where a
sulfidic zone develops within sediments, (2) they result from early diagenesis in organic-rich sediments, and (3) their common occurrence
related to organic-rich systems indicates that organic matter could play
a role in their formation (e.g., Wignall et al., 2005; Merinero et al.,
2009; Cavalazzi et al., 2012). Accordingly, if framboids are more
common in the burrow fill than in the host rock, then the burrow fill
was possibly enriched in organic matter (possibly, but not necessarily
derived from faecal material). This hypothesis could explain the
abundant framboids in the fill of Chondrites from the Silurian of Cellon
(Fig. 10), where EDX and Raman evidenced the probable organic origin
of their carbon-rich envelopes. Broken pyrite grains possibly show
mechanical crushing activity of the tracemaker, i.e. autocoprophagy
(Fig. 10D).
However, it should be noted that other behavioural and physical
processes can enrich the burrow with organic matter with respect to the
host sediment, favouring the related formation of framboids. Mucus

4.5. Function of modern thyasirid burrows
While thyasirid pedal tracts have been considered to facilitate the
seeping of reduced sulfur from deeper sediment—and thereby provisioning gill-associated sulfur-oxidizing symbionts with the chemical
reductants they require for metabolism (Dando and Southward,
1986)—the exact mode of reduced sulfur uptake has not been demonstrated. Alternative mechanisms of reduced sulfur transport include: (1)
diffusion through the thin epithelium of the foot, and into the haemolymph that flows to the gill filaments (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003); and
(2) active irrigation of porewater through pedal tracts (as suggested for
solemyid bivalves, which establish Y-shaped burrows; Stanley, 1970;
Seilacher, 1990). In sediments with no measurable free sulfide in the
pore waters, Thyasira sarsi can mine sulfur from sedimentary pyrite
around the inhalant tube by the following mechanism: as oxygenated
seawater is drawn towards the bivalve, via the inhalant tube, insoluble
sedimentary sulfur (e.g. iron sulfides) is partly oxidized to thiosulfate,
which can disproportionate into free sulfide (Dando et al., 2004).
Through this mechanism, sulfide-rich water can be drawn into the
thyasirid’s mantle cavity to irrigate the symbiont bearing gills. Similar
mining of sedimentary sulfides may also occur around the pedal tracts
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substrates (Hartmann-Schröder, 1996). As a subsurface deposit feeder,
it continuously dwells in burrows that are mainly used for feeding activities. The diet of Scoloplos armiger consists of organic debris and DOM
(dissolved organic matter) adherent to sand grains. By crawling it nonselectively ingests the sediment with the mouth. The branching pattern
directly results from the feeding behaviour characterized by retraction
from previous forward movement followed by a subsequent crawling in
another direction. Sensing of the surrounding environment, especially
for food detection/selection and mating is ensured by nuchal organs
(dorsolateral slits near the posterior of the prostomium; Jumars et al.,
2015). It is supposed that the nuchal organs, which are typical for
polychaetes, are functioning as chemoreceptors. Inactive burrow portions are filled with sediment particles that have previously been ingested. However, there are no hints that the sediment particles pass the
digestive system. Therefore, grain size of the burrow fills is identical to
the surrounding sediment. Also, burrows may collapse after retraction
due to water-saturated sandy sediment and the lack of burrow-wall
stabilization. The occurrence of Scoloplos in fine sands contrasts with
the typical occurrences of Chondrites, which is very rare in sandstones.
This phenomenon can be explained with ecological effects (i.e. to avoid
predation by other polychaetes and/or due to food competition with
other subsurface deposit feeders) or with a preservational bias (Chondrites are rare in sandstones because they do not preserve well in coarse
sediments). In contrast to other polychaetes, which temporarily feed on
the sediment surface, S. armiger exclusively lives infaunally.
With respect to its trophic mode, Heteromastus filiformis can be
classified as a subsurface deposit feeder as well. In contrast to S. armiger, its burrows are stabilized with mucus as they are permanently
inhabited. This is mainly true for the upper vertical portion, whereas
the irregular branched and more horizontally oriented lower portions
may be related to deposit feeding activities. H. filiformis typically ingests fine-grained sediment (mud) rich in organic matter. Defecation as
well as respiration occur at the sediment-water interface. Therefore,
burrows are lacking an active backfill with faeces and an oxic halo
through bioirrigation.
The functions of the burrows of Capitella cf. aciculata are similar to
those of H. filiformis. Layers in which organic food particles are lacking
are passed more or less straight vertically, whereas irregular branching
indicates feeding in organic-rich sediments. Species of Capitella are
known to be subsurface deposit feeders dwelling in non-permanent
burrows.
The functions of the burrows of Inermonephtys inermis and
Aglaophamus dibranchis are dwelling and interstitial feeding (Patel and
Desai, 2009). Swinbanks and Shirayama (1984) found abundant nematodes in deep-sea box cores together with incipient Chondrites of the
same comparable diameter; this implies a possible nematode tracemaker.

Fig. 22. Oxygen concentration at the inhalant tube aperture of symbiotic
Thyasira cf. gouldi. Inhalation and exhalation events are periods of rapid increase and decrease in O2 concentration, respectively, compared to background
benthic boundary layer concentrations of approximately 210 μmol/L.

since a study using 2D optodes showed strong pH gradients around all
biogenic structures of Thyasira sarsi, including pedal tracts (Hakonen
et al., 2010), which suggests that burrow linings are redox hotspots, and
therefore loci of microbial productivity.
The strong pH gradients around burrow linings are likely a result of
thyasirid irrigation patterns, which were observed by placing an oxygen
microelectrode at the inhalant tube aperture of thyasirids kept in sediment-filled aquaria and recording oxygen concentrations over a few
hours. Burrow irrigation by symbiotic Thyasira cf. gouldi (Fig. 22) and
Thyasira sarsi (Hakonen et al., 2010) consists of short periods of inhalation (marked by rapid increases in measured O2 concentrations
relative to background, benthic boundary level concentrations) and
periods of exhalation (rapid decreases in O2 concentration) through the
inhalant tube aperture following pauses of 20−30 min. Similar flow
reversals have been observed in the blind-ended burrows of Arenicola
marina (Volkenborn et al., 2010) and Marenzelleria viridis (Quintana
et al., 2011), which creates redox oscillations in the near-burrow sediment and periodically exposing the animal to both oxic and anoxic
porewaters (Jovanovic et al., 2014). Similarly, the bi-directional irrigation of symbiotic T. cf. gouldi is inferred to bathe the mantle cavity of
the bivalve with oxic water, and then with water likely containing
sulfide or thiosulfate, such that symbionts have periodic access to those
metabolites.
Burrow irrigation by asymbiotic thyasirids that establish pedal
tracts probably enhances microbial productivity in near-burrow sediment (cf. Aller, 1994), including sulfur-oxidizing, magnetotactic bacteria that navigate towards redox transition zones (Lefèvre and
Bazylinski, 2013). Interestingly, magnetosomes were identified within
the symbionts of Thyasira cf. gouldi, and it was suggested that these
bivalves use the mucociliary surface of their foot to collect their symbionts from near-burrow sediments and transfer them to the gills, where
they are maintained (or 'ranched') among epithelial cell microvilli until
they are periodically endocytosed and digested (Dufour et al., 2014).
Asymbiotic thyasirids might also cultivate bacteria at the sediment/
pedal-tract interface, collect them on their foot, and directly ingest
them. In bivalves, the collection of food particles using the foot, referred to as pedal feeding, may be very common in juveniles and in
some adults of small size (Reid et al., 1992). Pedal feeding is considered
to be a primitive bivalve feeding mode (Reid et al., 1992; Morton,
1996), and could have been important in early thyasirids. Stable isotope
and lipid studies provide evidence for pedal feeding on sulfur-oxidizing
bacteria in Parathyasira sp., an asymbiotic species known to form
elongate, ramifying burrows (Zanzerl et al., 2019).

5. External factors
5.1. Environment of Chondrites
Chondrites is almost exclusively recorded from marine deposits
(Buatois and Mángano, 2011), with a single documented occurrence
from marginal lacustrine environments (Kim and Pickerill, 2003). It is a
facies-crossing ichnogenus, being reported from shallow to deep-marine
deposits (Seilacher, 2007; Knaust, 2017). Nevertheless, its widest distribution is documented in deep-sea deposits (Nereites ichnofacies;
McIlroy, 2008; Knaust, 2017), being also a typical component of the
Zoophycos ichnofacies (McIlroy, 2008; Buatois and Mángano, 2011). To
date, there are no specific studies about substrate control on Chondrites.
Nevertheless, it is possible to highlight the fact that Chondrites is commonly documented from fine-grained lithologies, either carbonate or
siliciclastic (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; see also Fig. 2). Although
Chondrites is typically reported from softground ichnofacies (i.e., Nereites and Zoophycos ichnofacies), Chondrites has also been recognized to

4.6. Function of incipient Chondrites produced by vermiform organisms
The polychaete Scoloplos armiger has a highly vagile endobenthic
life-mode while inhabiting the uppermost 10−15 cm of sandy
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occur in firmground facies (Glossifungites ichnofacies; MacEachern
et al., 2007). Chondrites is associated with dysoxic, oxic and nucleocave
(i.e. space-limited) environments.

the idealized radial bedding-parallel morphology commonly inferred
for the taxon (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015).
The presence of Chondrites in nucleocave environments is explained
by the abundance of organic matter in such settings. In other words, the
increased organic matter in pre-existing burrows and shells may have
attracted the Chondrites producer to enter and exploit these space-limited environments.

5.1.1. Dysoxic environments
Chondrites has been regarded as a typical indicator of low-oxygen
conditions (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984), but its presence in a rock unit
does not necessarily mean that the seawater was dysoxic. Chondrites is a
component of shallow-marine lower shoreface assemblages as a deep
tier elite trace (e.g. McIlroy, 2004, 2007; Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015);
low-diversity (e.g. Chondrites-Zoophycos ichnoguild sensu Bromley,
1996) or monogeneric assemblages are a good proxy for dysoxic seawater conditions, i.e. dissolved oxygen between 0.2 and 1 ml/l (Knaust,
2017). This observation is supported by late Quaternary cores from the
Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, eastern North Atlantic and the southwestern
Iberian continental slope, where Chondrites is associated to low current
velocities and lowered oxygenation (Fu and Werner, 1994; Baas et al.,
1998; Löwemark et al., 2004; Encinas et al., 2008).. Shallow-water
monogeneric assemblages of Chondrites have been interpreted as evidence of pore-water dysoxia, e.g. Vossler and Pemberton (1988)
documented dense concentrations of Chondrites within low-oxygen,
organic-rich layers beneath storm event beds. A dysoxic seawater environment is also suggested by the framboid types of pyrite associated
with monogeneric assemblages of Chondrites from Holzmaden and
Cellon (Figs. 10–11); the size distribution of framboidal pyrite has been
applied to infer palaeoredox conditions or to define the relationship
between framboidal pyrite and biogenic processes (e.g., Wilkin et al.,
1996; Popa et al., 2004).

5.2. Environmental preferences of modern thyasirids
The environmental conditions under which thyasirid burrows may
be produced can be inferred based on knowledge of thyasirid distribution (bearing in mind that not all thyasirid species necessarily establish Chondrites-like burrows, and not all Chondrites-like burrows are
formed by thyasirids). Thyasirids are cold-water bivalves that occur in a
range of sediment types (Ockelmann, 1958; Keuning et al., 2011), but
are typically encountered in fine-grained sands and muds. Symbiotic
thyasirids colonize a remarkably broad range of organic-rich habitats,
e.g. whale falls, wood falls, cold seeps and hydrothermal vents (Dubilier
et al., 2008), but also sediments with no measurable sulfide (Dando and
Southward, 1986). Symbiotic and asymbiotic thyasirids are common
members of polar and sub-polar macrofaunal communities (Ockelmann,
1958; Krug et al., 2010), and may occur in high abundance in fjords
(Lande, 1975; Batstone et al., 2014) and oil fields (Oliver and Killeen,
2002). In addition, they are opportunistic colonists at polluted or
otherwise disturbed sites with high organic matter and sulfidic porewaters (López-Jamar et al., 1987; Keuning et al., 2011), including those
exposed to, or recovering from sewage discharge (Zmarzly et al., 1994;
Burd et al., 2008), waste from pulp mills (Becker et al., 2009), and
aquaculture activities (Kutti et al., 2007). Thyasirids are also among the
most common groups of bivalves in the deep ocean, particularly in
sediments of the continental slope and rise (Allen, 1983; Payne and
Allen, 1991).
In a study from coastal Norway, water depth, sediment organic
content, species diversity and porewater sulfide were found to significantly affect the distribution of thyasirids, while seawater oxygen
concentration, grain size and salinity were unimportant (Keuning et al.,
2011). Accordingly, symbiotic thyasirid species differ in the range of
organic matter and porewater sulfide concentrations they can tolerate,
and are excluded from sediments highly enriched in sulfides, possibly
due to a lack of available oxygen (Dando and Southward, 1986). The
form of a thyasirid pedal tract may be related to the relative concentration of sulfide in the associated porewater. In laboratory microcosms, symbiotic thyasirids were found to construct longer and more
numerous pedal tracts when sediment sulfide content was relatively
low (Dufour and Felbeck, 2003). Pedal tracts are probably susceptible
to disruption by other bioturbators, which may partly explain why
thyasirids tend to be most abundant in low-diversity endobenthic assemblages (Dando and Southward, 1986).

5.1.2. Oxic environments
Chondrites is generally considered to be a proxy for dysoxia, therefore its presence in oxic environments may seem like an oxymoron. This
apparent contrast is explained by the tolerance of the Chondrites tracemakers to dysoxic porewaters (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984). Chondrites
co-occurs with other ichnotaxa in aerobic settings, whereas it occurs as
monogeneric or low-diversity assemblages in dysoxic settings (Bromley
and Ekdale, 1984; Savrda and Bottjer, 1984; Taylor et al., 2003; Martin,
2004; Savrda, 2007; Buatois and Mángano, 2011) or in highly oxygenated, oligotrophic environments (Leszczyński and Uchman, 1993; see
also the neoichnologic study by Hertweck et al., 2007).
5.1.3. Nucleocave environments
Seilacher (2007, p. 210) used the term nucleocave to refer to spacelimited environments, including other burrows and ammonite shells.
The producers of Chondrites frequently rework previously emplaced
burrows, e.g. Diplocraterion, Halimedides, Zoophycos, Gyrolithes, Planolites, Thalassinoides, Phymatoderma (Krejci-Graf, 1936; Fu, 1991;
Uchman and Wetzel, 1999; Cherns et al., 2006; Gaillard and Olivero,
2009; Izumi, 2015; Seilacher, 2007). Chondrites within burrow fills are
called Bandchondriten (‘ribbon Chondrites’) in German literature
(Uchman and Wetzel, 1999; Rodríguez-Tovar and Uchman, 2017).
Several examples of Chondrites are reported from steinkerns (natural
casts), including ammonite shells and Thalassinoides (Jurkowska et al.,
2017). Chondrites in Thalassinoides burrow systems are interpreted by
Fu (1991) as to be favoured by the tracemakers due to the inferred
higher flow rates of H2S pore water (for the symbiotic chemoautotroph
microbes) compared to the surrounding sediment. This is not independently verified. Chondrites has also been found to enter the
rhabdosomes of graptolites (Underwood, 1993). In addition, Chondrites
have been shown to occur in sediment-filled submarine cavity fills
(Uchman et al., 2003). The gross morphology of Chondrites in such
settings is governed to a degree by the space available in such nucleocave environments. The typical dichotomous branching may be
present, but the angle of branching and overall morphology is likely to
be hypidiomorphic. Complex ichnofabrics with patchy resources similarly encourage hypidiomorphic forms of Chondrites that do not show

5.3. Environment of incipient Chondrites produced by vermiform organisms
Scoloplos armiger is a cosmopolitan species occurring from the lower
intertidal zone down to 2000 m water depth (Hartmann-Schröder,
1996). So far, Chondrites-type traces produced by this polychaete are
only known from the lower intertidal to lower shoreface. Beside fine to
coarse, partly shelly or gravelly sands it also inhabits fine-grained
muddy organic-rich deposits of seagrass-meadows, mussel-beds, and
oyster-reefs (Rohde et al., 2015). S. armiger is reported in greater
abundance from sandy tidal flats and sandy shoreface environments
(Kröncke et al., 2001; Hertweck et al., 2005) that are characterized by
strong tidal current and/or wave action. This results in more or less
permanent reworking of the upper sediment layers and oxidized conditions down to sediment depth that exceed the depth of active bioturbation (∼ 15−20 cm). Mean oxygen content in this zone is 2.1 mg/l
whereas the water above the sediment surface has values of 10.6 mg/l.
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5.4. Synecology of Chondrites
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In sedimentary units corresponding to well-oxygenated settings,
Chondrites crosscut all other ichnotaxa, documenting deeper penetration in the sediment toward a critical threshold redox boundary (Savrda
and Bottjer, 1984). Similarly, where Chondrites occurs in completely
bioturbated sediment, it indicates the exploitation of deeper tiers where
the porewater may be reduced (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; Martin,
2004).
Monogeneric or low-diversity assemblages with Chondrites are typically referred to dysoxic environments (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984;
Bromley, 1996; Buatois and Mángano, 2011). In fact, the tracemakers
of Chondrites appear to be capable of colonizing environments characterized by oxygen levels well below levels needed for survival of
other animals (Savrda and Bottjer, 1984). As such, Chondrites can be
regarded as an “extremotolerant” ichnotaxon. Several theoretical
models, including the model of Savrda and Bottjer (1987) and that of
Ekdale and Mason (1988), the Zoophycos ichnofacies (Seilacher, 2007)
and the Zoophycos-Chondrites ichnoguild (Bromley, 1996), suggest that
Chondrites typically co-occurs with Zoophycos in dysoxic environments
(Martin, 2004). These models can also comprise other trace fossils such
as Phycosiphon, Teichichnus and Trichichnus, among others, as components of dysoxic settings (Savrda and Bottjer, 1986, 1987; Ekdale and
Mason, 1988; Bromley, 1996; Martin, 2004; Seilacher, 2007; Buatois
and Mángano, 2011).
These models can be quantitatively tested by analyzing the ichnofauna of several organic-rich shale successions (Table 3). Network
analysis is the ideal tool to find patterns in complex ichnological datasets such as the one studied here (Baucon and Felletti, 2013; Baucon
et al., 2014, 2015), comprising the ichnofaunal composition of 20
successions ranging from the Silurian to the Cretaceous.
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New Albany Shales, Illinois Basin, USA
Fayetteville Shale, (AR, OK) Arkoma Basin, USA
Woodford Shale, (OK) Anadarko Basin, USA
Marcellus Shale, Appalachian Basin, USA
Ohio Shales, Appalachian Basin, USA
Chattanooga Shale, (TN) Black Warrior Basin, USA
Bakken Formation, Williston basin, USA, Canada
Exshaw Formation, WCSB, Canada
Barnett Shale, Fort Worth Basin, USA
Mancos Shale, Uinta Basin, USA
Mowry Shale, (WY) USA
Niobrara Shale, (KS) Denver-Julesburg Basin, USA
Kimmeridge Clay Formation, UK
Cleveland Ironstone and Whitby Mudstone Formations, UK
Alderson Member, (SK) WCSB Canada
Medicine Hat Member, (AB) WCSB, Canada
Montney Formation, (BC) Dawson Creek Region, Canada
Posidonia Shale, Germany
Silurian shales of the East European Platform, Lublin Basin, Poland
Rosario Formation, Baja California, Mexico
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Trichichnus
Teichichnus
Rhizocorallium
Planolites
Paleophycus
Helminthopsis
Phycosiphon-like
Chondrites
Organic-rich shale succession

Table 3
Ichnofaunas of organic-rich successions. Presence of ichnotaxa is indicated byx. Data from Bednarz and McIlroy (2015): Table 1.

There is no hint for a chemosymbiotic food source. The darker sediments below show dysoxic conditions. According to HartmannSchröder (1996), S. armiger can cope with a broad range of environmental conditions, e.g. salinity and oxgen content. However, it is also
reported from sediments rich in hydrogen sulphide, which contradicts
the overall burrowing behaviour and burrow character. Species of the
family Orbiniidae were recently sampled at hydrothermal vents and
cold seeps where they feed on chemoautotroph microbes (Thurber
et al., 2010).
Heteromastus filiformis also has a wide distribution. It preferentially
colonizes fine-grained soft sediments (mud to sandy mud, rarely sands)
under low hydrodynamic conditions. The vertical distribution ranges
from the upper intertidal zone down to abyssal plains (4680 m)
(Hartmann-Schröder, 1996). Typical shallow-water habitats are tidal
flats, seagrass meadows, mussel beds and oyster reefs (Markert et al.,
2010). The metabolism of H. filiformis is strongly adapted to dysoxic to
anoxic or potentially sulphidic conditions (Abele et al., 1998) as respiration mainly occurs at the sediment-water interface. It is able to
tolerate temporarily reduced salinities down to values of 8-5 PSU
(Practical Salinity Unit). Burrows of this polychaete are irregularly
branched. The branching pattern results from crawling forward, retraction and subsequent crawling in another direction (Hertweck et al.,
2007).
Most species of the genus Capitella also have a cosmopolitan distribution. In contrast to the other vermiform Chondrites tracemakers
they inhabit a wide range of substrates, i.e. rocks, shell layers, fine- to
coarse-grained sediments, seagrass meadows, oyster reefs, coralline red
algae, and rootlets of kelp. Capitella occur from the intertidal zone down
to deep shelves. As a characteristic of intertidal species, they are able to
tolerate mesohaline conditions and low oxygen values.
Burrows of Inermonephtys inermis and Aglaophamus dibranchis (formerly known as Nephtys inermis and Nephtys dibranchis) are found in
intertidal runnels and are associated with silty or sandy substrates and
well-oxygenated conditions (Patel and Desai, 2009).
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group A: Chondrites, Phycosiphon, Helminthopsis,
Planolites, Teichichnus, Zoophycos
group B: Trichichnus, Rhizocorallium, Palaeophycus,
Schaubcylindrichnus
groups of nodes with high concentrations of links within them, and low
concentrations between these groups (Fortunato, 2010)
Groups

0.676
betweenness is the number of shortest paths passing through a node
Betweenness of Chondrites

8.2
Average degree

high-betweenness ichnotaxa have a wide
environmental range
association (Baucon and Felletti, 2013)

number of friends of a specific
individual
average number of friends per
person
high-betweenness individuals are
social ties
cliques of friends
number of ichnotaxa associated with a
given one
average number of co-occurring ichnotaxa
9

number of links in a network
proportion of possible links that are present in a network (Wassermann
and Faust, 1994)
degree is the number of links incident with a given node (Wassermann
and Faust, 1994)
degree averaged over all nodes of a network
Number of links
Density

Degree of Chondrites

number of nodes in a network
Number of nodes

41
0.911

number of co-occurrence relationships

number of individuals in a
society
number of friendships
social cohesion
ichnodiversity

Description

Table 4
Results of network analysis. Groups are found by modularity optimization algorithm.

Many complex systems can be represented as networks, where the
elementary parts of a system and their mutual interactions (or relationships) are nodes and links, respectively (Lancichinetti and
Fortunato, 2009). In a social network, nodes are individuals and links
are friendship relationships; in an ichnological network nodes are ichnotaxa and links are co-occurrence relationships. The network of
Fig. 23 synthetizes Table 3 by mapping out which traces are associated.
For instance, Chondrites is linked with Planolites because, according to
Table 3, both traces occur in the New Albany Shales, among other
successions. The strength of association relationships is expressed by
link thickness, that is proportional to the Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1912).
Results of network analysis are shown in Fig. 23 and Table 4. The
interpretation of these results depends on the ecological significance of
the association relationships recorded by links. Each row of Table 3,
from which the studied network has been derived, is an assemblage,
that is, it comprises all the trace fossils occurring within a single unit of
rock (Bromley, 1996; McIlroy, 2004; Baucon et al., 2015). The ichnotaxa present within an assemblage do not necessarily correspond to
those of an ichnocoenosis (see discussion in McIlroy, 2004), which is
regarded as an ecologically pure assemblage of trace fossils deriving
from the work of a single community (Bromley, 1996).
For example, according to the sequential colonization model
(Uchman and Wetzel, 2011), turbidites are colonized in four steps:
(1–2) the tracemakers of horizontal burrows (first Phycosiphon and then
Nereites) bioturbate oxygen- and food-rich sediments; (3) when oxygen
and food decrease to the level that horizontal mining is inefficient, the
producers of Chondrites bioturbate the same sediment units; (4) the
producers of graphoglyptids colonize the sediment during the periods
between the deposition of turbidites. The result will be a rock unit with

Network measure

Value in the studied network

Fig. 23. Network of ichnofaunas from organic-rich successions. Nodes represent ichnotaxa: Trichichnus (Tr), Zoophycos (Zo), Planolites (Pl), Phycosiphonlike (Ph), Chondrites (Ch), Teichichnus (Te), Palaeophycus (Pa), Helminthopsis
(He), Rhizocorallium (Rh), Schaubcylindrichnus (Sc). Links represent co-occurrence relationships as links. Nodes are coloured and sized by their betweenness.
Link colour and thickness represent the probability of co-occurrence of ichnotaxa pairs (link weight).

10

Ichnological significance

Social parallel

A. Baucon, et al.
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Phycosiphon, Nereites, Chondrites and graphoglyptids, i.e. an assemblage
can result also from time-averaging or ecological succession. The studied network (Fig. 23) generalizes the ecological scenario of organicrich muddy seafloors by integrating assemblages of different ages and
geographical areas. Based on these assumptions, the position of Chondrites within the organic-rich network (Fig. 23) is interpreted as follows:

6. Ontogeny
Single specimens of Chondrites do not show changes in burrow
width. According to the prevailing interpretation of this phenomenon
(Vallon et al., 2016), Chondrites was continuously modified through
time or represents a fraction of the lifespan of the producer. New material observed in this study displays particularly small (micron-sized)
Chondrites (Fig. 8D–E). These micron-sized Chondrites may have been
produced by juvenile stages of the tracemaker(s) of macroscopic
Chondrites. Alternatively, micron-sized Chondrites may have been produced by a different lineage of adult producers.

1) “Many friends, few intimate ones”: Chondrites is linked with each
and every trace of the network, but it has the strongest links with
Phycosiphon, Planolites and Teichichnus. A social analogue for
Chondrites is an individual with many friends, but few intimate ones.
The link between Zoophycos and Chondrites also presents a significant link weight (0.421), meaning that if Chondrites is found
within an organic-rich succession, there is a 42 % probability of
finding Zoophycos with Chondrites. These observations indicate that,
in organic-rich muddy seafloors, Chondrites tends to be found with
the aforementioned traces, being in line with previous studies about
dysoxic environments (Martin, 2004).
2) “Friend of mutual strangers”: Chondrites acts as a bridge between
otherwise disconnected ichnotaxa. For instance, there is no direct
link between Schaubcylindrichnus and Trichichnus but they are indirectly connected through Chondrites. A social analogue for
Chondrites is a rugby player that is a shared friend between his
teammates and ballerinas. The tendency of acting as a bridge is
quantified by node betweenness, which measures the extent to
which a particular node is between the others (Scott, 2000). Highbetweenness ichnotaxa (e.g. Chondrites, Planolites, Palaeophycus,
Phycosyphon-like in the studied network) co-occur with ichnotaxa
that are not associated together, indicating their wide environmental range (Baucon and Felletti, 2016). From the perspective of
the Hutchinsonian niche, this phenomenon indicates that Chondrites
has a wide niche that partially overlaps with that of other ichnotaxa
from organic-rich seafloors. This observation quantitatively supports the idea that Chondrites, Planolites and Palaeophycus are ichnogenera with a wide environmental distribution (Frey, 1970;
Carmona et al., 2008; Knaust, 2017).
3) “Member of a circle of friends”: the observed high network density
indicates that the network is homogeneous at a coarse scale.
However, the presence of high-betweenness nodes implies that finescale inhomogeneities are present. These inhomogeneities, named
communities in network theory (although they are not related to
biological communities), are groups of nodes with high concentrations of (strong) links and low concentrations between these groups
(Fortunato, 2010). In ichnological networks these groups represent
associations (Baucon and Felletti, 2013). In social networks, these
groups are, for instance, cliques of friends (Fortunato, 2010) such as
rugby players or ballerinas. The modularity optimization algorithm
reveals the following groups in the studied network: group A
(Chondrites, Phycosiphon, Helminthopsis, Planolites, Teichichnus and
Zoophycos) and group B (Trichichnus, Rhizocorallium, Palaeophycus
and Schaubcylindrichnus). Similar results are obtained by alternative
methods such as cluster analysis and non-metrical multidimensional
scaling. The presence of distinct groups of ichnotaxa may suggest
distinct environmental preferences within the organic-rich mud
habitat. Group A well conforms to the characteristics of most of the
palaeoxygenation models, including the presence of the typical
components of the Zoophycos-Chondrites ichnoguild (i.e. Zoophycos,
Chondrites, Phycosiphon and Teichichnus) but also Helminthopsis. This
supports the idea that dysoxic, organic-rich seafloors offered rich
trophic resources to deposit-feeders and chemosynthetic organisms,
but the colonization of such harsh environments required specific
strategies. Open, mid- to deep-tier structures such as Chondrites,
Zoophycos, Teichichnus and Phycosiphon allowed their producers to
reach the organic-rich sediments of the subsurface at the same time,
using more oxygenated seawater from the sediment-water interface
(Martin, 2004).

7. Phylogeny
7.1. Stratigraphic distribution of Chondrites
Chondrites has been reported from the Ediacaran of Australia and
Russia, but these occurrences are considered controversial (Seilacher
et al., 2005; Jensen et al., 2006; Buatois and Mángano, 2016). The fossil
record of Chondrites can be extended with confidence back to the
Cambrian (Cowie and McNamara, 1978; Webby, 1984; Crimes, 1992;
Mángano, 2011). A time-span of over 500 million years has seen many
physical and biological parameters changing. For example, organic-rich
sediments, now restricted to small areas along continental margins and
rarely accumulating during the Cenozoic, have been widely deposited
during Mesozoic–Palaeozoic time and even earlier during the Proterozoic–Archean (Negri et al., 2009a, 2009b). This is an imperative
premise when looking for an explanation to Chondrites.
7.2. Chondrites tracemaker in time
The question of how Chondrites originated during the phylogeny of
the tracemaker is particularly difficult to answer because, as observed
for most trace fossils (Vallon et al., 2016), Chondrites may derive from
different tracemakers (e.g. thyasirids, vermiform animals) that rarely
fossilize with it.
A record spanning from the start of the Phanerozoic (see Fig. 24) is
consistent with that of some of its proposed vermiform producers, i.e.
polychaetes and sipunculids. On the other hand, the thyasirid fossil
record extends to the uppermost Jurassic (Hryniewicz et al., 2014), but
the group may have originated prior to that. Based on a recent evolutionary tree, the divergence of thyasirids could have occurred as early
as the Ordovician (Bieler et al., 2014). That would be consistent with
the fossil record of Chondrites, though there are other trace fossils that
might be produced by similar bivalves (e.g. Parahaentzschelinia-like
trace of Reynolds and McIlroy, 2017). Thyasirid trace fossils with pedal
tracts of differing morphology, but produced from the same species,
Thyasira michelottii (Hörnes, 1875), are known from mid-Miocene
(Zuschin et al., 2001; Pervesler and Zuschin, 2004); different trace fossil
morphologies may be related to the sediment organic matter or sulfide
content. Many thyasirid body fossils have been reported from chemosynthetic communities at seep sites, whale and wood falls (e.g., Amano
et al., 2007, 2015; Kiel et al., 2009).
7.3. Morphospace of Chondrites in time
Trace fossils such as Zoophycos and Ophiomorpha show changes in
morphology and/or environment through time (Bottjer et al., 1988),
but the environmental evolution of Chondrites through time has not
been studied yet. Fig. 9 of Fu (1991) gives an overview of Chondrites
morphotypes through time, but the number of specimens and their
geographical range are relatively limited. The morphological data collected in this study show clear evolutionary trends in the morphology of
Chondrites. The maximum values of branch width (Fig. 24A), branch
length and curvature (Fig. 24B) change through time, with a marked
increase between the Late Jurassic and Late Cretaceous. If branch width
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Fig. 24. Evolution of the Chondrites morphospace. A) Evolution of branch width throughout the Phanerozoic. Dashed line connects maximum per-period values of
burrow width. Quaternary (Q) and Neogene (N) data are merged because of their short duration. Data based on 166 branches. B) Evolution of dichotomous angle
throughout the Phanerozoic. Data based on 73 dichotomous angles. C) Evolution of curvature throughout the Phanerozoic. Data based on 219 branches.

unlikely that the observed trend reflects rock deformation because it
persists in the relatively poorly deformed post-Jurassic rocks. For an
ideally robust statistical analysis, sampling frequency should be even,
but there are more published occurrences of Chondrites in postPalaeozoic rocks than in the Palaeozoic. This shortcoming can be addressed by further research in Palaeozoic units.

is taken as a proxy for body size, the largest Mesozoic tracemaker of
Chondrites was 6 times bigger than the Palaeozoic one. Similar but
minor changes are observed for dichotomous angle (Fig. 24C).
Since multiple tracemakers can produce Chondrites, this trend does
not necessarily mirror a size increase in a single lineage. The increase in
size of Chondrites through time can be explained with the increase in
availability of trophic resources on which some of the Chondrites tracemakers depended. This interpretation is in line with the hypothesis of
an overall increase in marine primary productivity over the
Phanerozoic (Allmon and Martin, 2014).
Alternatively, increase in size of Chondrites could be also explained
by the escalation hypothesis, i.e. the pressure from increasingly powerful predators would have driven evolutionary trends of Chondritesrelated lineages toward increased size (see Vermeij, 1994; Klompmaker
et al., 2017). Praedichnia show a similar trend, i.e. the median drillhole diameter increased from the Ordovician to the Quaternary, although prey size remained relatively constant (Klompmaker et al.,
2017). Predators played an important role in structuring the Mesozoic
Marine Revolution (Vermeij, 1977), but the increase in size of Chondrites predates and postdates the acme of this event. The trends in
Chondrites parallel the changes in graphoglyptids, the diversity and
frequency of which started to increase gradually in the Late Jurassic
and increase markedly in the Late Cretaceous (Uchman, 2003; Uchman
and Wetzel, 2011). In parallel to the Late Cretaceous radiation of graphoglyptids (Uchman and Wetzel, 2011), the increase in size of Chondrites may be correlated with global changes in the circulation of seawater that was enriched in plankton and organic matter.
Preservation and sampling biases could play a role. Most of the
rocks where Chondrites are found in the Palaeozoic are shales that have
been subjected to compaction and metamorphism; however, it is

8. Discussion
8.1. Comparison between fossil and incipient Chondrites
Results show that burrows of thyasirids and annelids are the closest
morphological analogues of Chondrites. However, there are some important differences between modern Chondrites-like burrows and
Chondrites from the fossil record. Thyasirid burrows lack the diagnostic
radial component. As such, they form a good analogue for the hypidiomorphic forms such as those described by Bednarz and McIlroy
(2015). Thyasirids have not been documented from facies with Chondrites, which is likely due to a preservational bias common to most trace
fossils, i.e. the conditions favourable to the preservation of burrows are
unfavourable for the preservation of body fossils, and vice versa
(Buatois and Mángano, 2011). This observation holds for tracemakers
that are larger and more robust than thyasirids. For instance, trilobites,
crinoids and decapod crustaceans are rarely associated with their
traces, i.e. Thalassinoides (Cherns et al., 2006), Krinodromos (Neto de
Carvalho et al., 2016b) and Thalassinoides (Neto de Carvalho et al.,
2010), respectively. No bivalve-related ichnogenera (e.g. Lockeia) are
connected to Chondrites burrows, but this can be an artefact related to
the low preservation potential of the shallow tier where Lockeia is expected to be found. The thyasirid bivalve Thyasira michelottii has been
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found with the ichnogenus Saronichnus abeli (Pervesler and Zuschin,
2004) and as such it is the only direct evidence of bivalves as the tracemakers of ichnogenera similar to Chondrites.
The traces produced by modern annelids do not demonstrably have
a Chondrites-like bedding-parallel component (e.g., Fig. 7D) for the
possible reasons: (1) fossil Chondrites became subject of compaction; (2)
trace fossils are more obvious on bedding planes (observation bias); (3)
the horizontal character of Chondrites may depend on specific food
distributions (e.g. thin layers of organic-rich material favour horizontal
burrowing).
Many Chondrites-like burrows produced by modern polychaetes are
found in muddy to sandy sediments, whereas fossil Chondrites are typically found in muddy ones. However, this apparent inconsistency can
be explained by preservation potential in sandy sediments. It is in fact
likely that Chondrites produced in sandy sediments were rarely preserved because the larger the grain size with respect to the body width,
the lower the preservation potential.
Capitella and Scoloplos dwell in non-permanent burrows, so this
contrasts with the classical idea of Chondrites as a permanent burrow.
Nevertheless, from a purely morphological perspective, these polychaete burrows can be classified as Chondrites-like traces, encouraging a
broadening of the concept of Chondrites.
Incipient Chondrites lack the bundled master shafts that have been
discerned in the 3D models of Chondrites (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015),
which is also a new aspect for Chondrites. This poses the question of
whether the bundled master-shafts are a local peculiarity or a diagnostic but overlooked aspect of Chondrites. This question can be answered not only by 3D reconstitutions of Chondrites from other stratigraphic units and modern settings, but also by field studies. In fact, the
available 3D reconstitutions of Chondrites demonstrate that it is possible
to recognize the bundled master-shafts in cross-section, providing new
search objectives for field geologists.

hosted in organic-rich mudstones and illustrated that Chondrites-like
burrows form spatially complex boxworks composed of quartz-rich
burrow fills that form an interconnected framework of brittle material
in otherwise non-brittle mudstones. Surfaces of Chondrites burrows
(sharp lithological boundary between clay-rich matrix and quartzose
burrow fill) are likely to be planes of weakness for both natural and
induced fractures, thereby improving fracturability and vertical connectivity/permeability. Calculations based on the deterministic volumetric reconstructions of Chondrites-like ichnofabric indicate that these
fracture-prone interfaces may be more than 25 times larger than the
surface area of the horizontal plane of the bioturbated volume, and may
therefore significantly improve producibility at the macro-scale (improvement of permeability in vertical direction). Additionally, thin
tunnels of Chondrites-like burrows are densely distributed throughout
mudstone matrix and their walls serve as an effective surface area for
release of oil or gas into the porous ichnofabric network. Since the
porous burrow fills (fluid flow conduits) are directly associated with
volumes of clayey matrix that hosts hydrocarbon molecules, the communication distances from matrix to pore-networks (burrow spacing) is
greatly decreased and producibility/deliverability is increased. The
smaller the burrow spacing (denser Chondrites ichnofabric), the shorter
is the distance that a molecule of gas or oil has to diffusively travel from
tight matrix to permeable conduit (burrow fill) where fast advective
flow is possible. Bednarz and McIlroy (2015) calculated that even when
the volume of Chondrites-like ichnofabric itself constitutes only a small
percentage of the total volume of the investigated sample (3–7%), it
effectively interpenetrates the hosting material by partitioning it with
millimetric burrow spacing (4.5 mm–5 mm). Millimetric burrow spacing would likely serve as a good basis for fracture modelling during
reservoir evaluation, owing the fact that millimetre-scale fracture spacing is considered the most effective fracture density that allows for
efficient contact with reservoir rock (cf. Bustin and Bustin, 2012).
Furthermore, failing to recognize impact of bioturbated intervals in
mudstone caprocks or successions planned for hosting nuclear waste
disposal or carbon dioxide storage would have disastrous ecological
consequences. This is because bioturbation enhances vertical permeability and therefore sealing succession may acquire reservoir characteristics becoming a leaky seal, like in case of Terang-Sirasun gas
fields in Indonesia (e.g., Pemberton and Gingras, 2005).

8.2. Hydrocarbon reservoir characterization
Chondrites is frequently reported in mud-dominated hydrocarbonbearing successions, and is especially important for evaluation of shale
gas reservoirs (Table with basins, e.g., Schieber, 2003; Spaw, 2013a, b;
Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015). It can be present in these facies as an
ichnofabric-forming trace fossil or as sparsely distributed, tiny individual burrows that, in either case, improve reservoir evaluation and/
or enhance hydrocarbon recovery (e.g. Schieber, 2003; Tonkin et al.,
2010; Lazar et al., 2015; Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015 and references
therein). In cases where Chondrites occurs in oil-, or gas-bearing succession in considerable abundance (i.e., penetrates large volumes of
sediment) it results in significant spatial reorganisation of sediment
grains consequently causing substantial heterogeneity of lithified rock,
and thereby influences its petrophysical properties and fluid-flow regimes (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015).
The volume and/or spatial distribution of Chondrites burrows can
either enhance or diminish reservoir quality. In sandy facies (conventional reservoirs) Chondrites burrows can introduce clay-rich sediment
and consequently reduce sediment porosity and permeability (Tonkin
et al., 2010).
In contrast, Chondrites and Chondrites-like ichnofabric in organicrich mud-dominated facies (such as shale-gas/oil reservoirs) is usually
present in forms of tortuous strips of sandy or silty material hosted
within the volumes of clay-rich rock, improving not only its porosity
and permeability (generating preferential fluid flow conduits) but also
its brittleness (Bednarz and McIlroy, 2015). Brittleness of a mudstone
depends on the brittle mineral content (mainly quartz, feldspars or
carbonates) relative to the clay mineral content (e.g., Jacobi et al.,
2008; Rickman et al., 2008; Bust et al., 2013). In shale-hydrocarbon
reservoirs brittleness of shale facies determines their fracturability, and
therefore potential as productive reservoirs. Bednarz and McIlroy
(2015) presented volumetric investigation of Chondrites-like ichnofabric

9. Conclusions
Morphometric analysis of 88 specimens of Chondrites ranging in age
from early Cambrian to the Pleistocene allows to constrain more precisely the morphology of Chondrites: (1) branching order is between 1
and 9; (2) total dichotomous angle is typically between 30° and 56°
(interquartile range; average: 47°); (3) branches are, on average, 9.34
times longer than wide. The results of this paper allow us to answer
Tinbergen’s questions (Fig. 25), that is, why did an organism produce
Chondrites?

• What is the function of Chondrites? The tracemakers of Chondrites
built their burrows to obtain – directly or indirectly – food: (1)
subsurface deposit feeding annelids produced Chondrites-like traces
for searching for food in the sediment; (2) chemosymbiotic thyasirids produced Chondrites to provision sulfur-oxidizing symbionts
with the chemical reductants they required for metabolism; (3)
asymbiotic thyasirids built Chondrites for cultivating bacteria and
directly ingesting them. As such, Chondrites can be regarded as a a
feeding trace (fodinichnion), a chemosymbiotic trace (chemichnion)
or a farming trace (agrichnion) and at present, there is no unequivocal morphological character to attribute a specimen of Chondrites
to one ethological class or the other. This is an important aspect to
be solved in future research because a full understanding of ethology
is fundamental for applied ichnology, i.e. reconstituting palaeoenvironments.
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Fig. 25. Ethological diagram for Chondrites. The diagram answers Tinbergen’s questions, showing why organisms produced Chondrites.

• What external factors controlled Chondrites? Chondrites, as well as its

•
•

modern tracemakers, is associated with a vast range of marine settings, including oxic, dysoxic and nucleocave (space-limited) environments. As such, Chondrites can be regarded as an extremotolerant ichnotaxon. Because of its wide environmental
tolerance, Chondrites can be associated with a large number of other
ichnotaxa. In organic-rich muddy seafloors, Chondrites tends to be
found together with Phycosiphon, Planolites and Teichichnus. If
Chondrites is found within an organic-rich succession, there is a 42 %
probability of finding also Zoophycos. In light of the factors controlling its distribution, Chondrites finds application in a wide range
of fields. Chondrites is important for palaeoenvironmental reconstitution and the evaluation of shale gas reservoirs.
How did Chondrites develop? Constant burrow width shows that
Chondrites was continuously modified or represented a part of the
producer lifespan. However, the ontogeny of the Chondrites tracemaker is poorly understood.
How did Chondrites evolve? The oldest Chondrites are from the
Cambrian (Cowie and McNamara, 1978), whereas Ediacaran occurrences of Chondrites are controversial (Seilacher et al., 2005;
Jensen et al., 2006; Buatois and Mángano, 2016). Cambrian Chondrites are likely to have been produced by vermiform animals (e.g.
annelids or sipunculids), while the divergence of thyasirids could

•

32

have occurred as early as the Ordovician (Bieler et al., 2014).
Morphometric data show that branch width increases through time,
suggesting that the Chondrites tracemaker(s) became larger through
time. This could reflect macroevolutionary processes. At present,
there is virtually no information about the environmental evolution
of Chondrites through time, encouraging further studies in this direction.
How was Chondrites created? The burrowing mechanism by which
Chondrites was produced depends on the tracemaker and its physiology. Bivalves produced Chondrites by pushing their extensile foot
into the sediment. In the case of sulfur-pumping symbiotic bivalves,
inactive burrows were actively backfilled to ensure pumping efficiency in the new tunnel. There is no specific information about the
mechanism used by vermiform animals to produce Chondrites, but in
analogy with modern annelids it is likely that the burrowing cycle
consisted of extending the proboscis and intruding into the sediment
or by ingesting the sediment particles in front of them. In the case of
vermiform animals, fill of Chondrites may have been produced by
selective deposit feeding with authigenic alteration of ingested clay
minerals or by the withdrawal of the proboscis sucking sediment
from the surface (Ferguson, 1965). Alternatively, Chondrites may
represent a passively filled open burrow system.
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